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Preface 
The subject, "English in the Philippines," has 
been in the mind of the writer for quite a time during 
his stay in the United s·ta.tes. It is the result of 
the many odd and uninformed questions asked him concern-
ing the English language in the Philippines, tbe public 
schools, and the different 0 tribes" of the Islands. 
This dissertation is an attempt to show the result of 
the introduction of the new language. To do this, it 
was necessary to study the Philippine Public School 
System, through which instrumentality the English language 
became the common language or the Philippines commercially, 
socially and politically. 
The present study should-be of general interest. 
In no instance ~n the world except_ perhaps in the 
Philippines has a foreign tongue been imposed upon a 
foreign people to teach foreign ideas.and ideals. The 
experiment is now considered to be successfully completed. 
The Filipinos have been benefited in many ways by the 
English tongue. They have adopted it as their official 
language, and will perhaps continue to use it as their 
official language after their Independence is granted them. 
It is through it that they have maintained a stable 
government, upon which they base their plea for 
political independence. 
11 
This dissertation is tho first attempt to 
appraise the results of the use of tho English language 
in the Philippines. Something has been written about 
the Educational System of the Pl1i11pp1nes but nothing 
before upon. the topic of this study. The writer felt 
the lack of muoh material whioh is no\v available in 
the Philippines only; but he is greatly indebted to tho 
Library or the University or Kansas for its fine oolleotion 
of works on the Philippines, and the War Department or 
Washington, D.o., for its help in providing ndditional 
matter. 'lhe writer also wishes to thank Dr.E.M. Hopkins 
for his guidance and patience in editing tt1 is work during 
its preparation. 
ENGLISH IN TEE PHILIPPIN:~:s 
Chapter I 
Pre-America.Yl Period 
A. Before Spanish Occupation 
1. People 
According to race and origin the people of the 
Philippines fall into two groups, the Ma.lays and the 
J\borigines and possibly a third the Indonesians. From 
the Malays came the Moros ,t.·1hose home is in Mindanao , 
and.the seven racial groups which comprise the bulk of 
the Philippine population. From the Aborigines ~vho 
wero of a lower type of people·and who once inhabited 
the entire Archipelago, wero descended the Negritoes 
still existing in some parts of the mountain.recesses 
of northern Luzon •. r.rhese people are very different 
from the later people of the Archipelago and are still 
1 
a. problem to the students of ethnology. These 
aborir;innl people were later killed or driven into the 
mountains by the r.'ialuyan invaders. rrhe descendants of 
the Indonesians who are fe\7 in number are found in 
randanao. They are physically larger and more· intelli-
2
eent than the 1Tegritoes. 
'I1he Malay invaders did not n.11 come at ono timo. 
The earliest wave of imriligrution took place beforo 
tbe Portuguese crune to tho Spice Islands in tho four-
teenth century. They came from their f,7ala.y homos in 
their "sharp-prowed and out-rig[];ed water craft," 
2. 
and driven by the south-west winds and curr,iod by 0000.n 
currents, they pressed tlJeir way from islnnd to ialnnd 
until they reached the Philippine Islnnds and evon wonl 
beyond to Formosa and Japan. These first settlo1'n aro 
'1
called Pre-Malays. They resembled tho Dyaks of Borneo, 
and from them probubl;l the heutben Igurot tribos of 
northern Luzon have descended. Tbe second groups of in-
vaders was more advanced in civilization. 'rhore \'tas a. 
Sanskrit element in their language which suggestod a 
possible influence of that Buddhism w}1icl1 co.me fron India, 
spread to the r.:ala.yan peninsula, and for a ~cnoration 
5
ruled Java. These were the Falays from ·Nhom dosconded 
the Tagalogs, Visayans, Bicols, Iloca.nos, Pangnsinnns, 
Pampangans, and Zambals, and the allied tribes found by 
the Spaniards at their arrival in the Philippines in 1521. 
The last wave of immigration or invasion wns t1,nt or the 
Mohammedan i\1ala:ys cr,lled th) :·.1oros, \7!10 came from Borneo.
These were warlike_:, virile, proselyted their• predecessors 
in the southern islands and made Manila n Mohammedan city. 
'rheir progress was checked by the comine of the 3pnninrds. 
2. Language 
The language of the seven Qriginal tribes 
from whioh the seven existing tribes descended, had 
a uniform structural basis. Thie is a fact which leads 
scholars to infer that they were of a common Malayan 
stock, and were probably the descendants of the second 
great Malayan innnigration which took plaoe between 100 
6
and 500 A. D. 
Writing was early known in the different islands, 
long before the Spaniards arrived.in .the Philippines. 
The Filipinos used a system of writing which_was borrowed 
from Hindu or Javanese sources, They wrote from right 
to left according to Arabic fas'.p,ion, in characters which 
"expressed the me·aning intended as fully. and as easily as
is done by ·the Spanish alphabet.", _ "So given are these 
islanders," said Padre Chirino in his account of the 
Philippines, written in 1604 1 "to reading and writing 
that there ~s hardly a man and much less a woman that 
does not read and_\vrite in letters peculiar to the island 
or Manila,·very different from those of China, Japan, 
'7 
and of India, as will be seen from the following alphabets." 
The vowel symbols are three J bu.t they serve for 
five sounds. They are: 
- 3e,1 o,u 
SY,I!lbOlS
rl'he consonant 7 ure no more than twol vo, nnd they serve 
to denote botl, cons on an ts o.nd vovrnls, in this ,;-.-ay. H.
letter alone, wi tb.ou t any point e 1 thor nbovo or be1 ow 












Placing a point above each cl~oruct0r implies l.l following 
e or i: 
C::) I. \/ ~ C, ·-r-
Bi qui di gui hi 11
be que de gua he lo 
V IT\ '\./ vJ ~ ~ 
mi ni pi si ti yi 
r.18 ne pc se to ye 
Placing the point belo·.v a letter implies a followinc 0
or u: 
-~ .I. \.I c; s T , t 
bo co do go ho lo 
bu cu du gu hu lu 
V m V CJ er 1./cr-• , 
mo· no po so to yo 
mu nu pu SU tu yu 
5. 
For instance, in order to say, "ca.ma., 1' the two 
lottors alone suffice. 
IV 
co.-ma 
If above the I is placed a point the word is 
to be read, 
IV 
quo-ma 




Aftor every vowel a second consonant is U11der-
stood, a.nd so "cnntar 0 is written, 
I~ 
ca - ta 
and "bo.rba0
Ho-,1over it should not be 'Supposed that the second eon-
sonant is alwo.ys "r." The final consonants are supplied 
or understood in all cases. 
"But with all, a!1d that without many evasions," 
continued Fa.ther Chirino., '' the7:,~ make t'hemselves 
understood, and that they themselves unde1~stood 
riervelously. /:.nd the reader supplies iv-i th much 
skill, and ease, the consonants that are lacking. 
They have learned from us to nrite running 
tho lines from left rwnd to tJ1e rig11t, but 
f ormerely t110y only wroto fro::n ::1 bovo down-
wards, placing t11e first line, ( if I rcmemb0r
right)9 at the left h:::i.nd, and continuinc wit'li
the others to the right, the opposite of the 
Chinese and ~Tapanese. ThE.1y wr,ite upon cunas 
ch ... on leaves of a. palm, using for a pon o 
point of iron.8 
Besides the Tagaloe; language from whic1J t110 
preceding illustrations are talwn, tl-10 Visuyans, tho 
Pampangaris, t11e Panc;c.sinans, tl"'e I loco.nos and tho 
6. 
other racial groups h::.,d simil:n" alphabets or- s;vllribar1oo. 
For example, hero are tbe o.lph abo ts t1' 0n uned 
10 
by these major languages of tbe Phil 1 ippines. 
'11agalog 
[\ B D ]; -I G l H I K I L 115 I N !N GI0-uI p 
I I • 
v·- ·~islI yv In 3 '\f
Ilocano 
These alphabets or er'. ·actors s!10·.-; very 
of the methods of ,vriting 
distinctly the similarities~ot tho seven dialects of 
the· Pbilippinesi an evidence that the Filipinos recei vod 
their alphabets from coITu11on Sanskrit sources. Tuey aro 
structurall;l alike., "so that a learned Visayan nust 
have been able to make fl'agalog words i-.md n Pampm1gan to 
'7. 
11 
to spell Ilocano." 1rhis ve1"'y apparent similtirity 
is furthor illustrated by facts collected by Dr.Pardo 
12 
do ~10.vera., a. well-known ethnologist of the Philippines,, 
Of t11e Wl"i tten ulpho.bots in use before the coming the 
Spaniards, fourteen were of Malay origin, one was Arabic 
and ono was Hebrew. 'Ihe Arabic presumably came through 
the Hindu invasion of Java with which our Malay ancestors 
woro in contact. '11l1e source of the Hebrew element is 
yet u problem to the students of lang'Uages; possibly 




It hus been n.lreudy stated th.at the early 
F1lipiros Jmew her: to read and write 'in ·their own system 
of writing. They wrote in order to set down the poems 
o.nd songs which were their only literature. 'J'he classes 
who kne·:r r.ow to reod and write and preserved documents 
were t11 ose of grea. tor nbili ty and s tre::1gth such as the 
priests, the ro\";ers, the chief men and possibly the· free 
mon. 
The songs of the early Filipinos were of local 
and tribal color. ~;omo were improvised while rowing, 
.,.,hile workinc; in ·the fields or v;~ile pounding rice. 
Some .. ·:ere sune durine a harvest feast 7lben all the 
people of a g1"oup assembled to celebra to a successful 
harvest season. Some of them ',Yere nongs of tho deud 
wherein the relatives of tho dead voiced praise fmd
sorrow for the departed spirit. Tbe mourners oloo 
would recount the deeds of their ancestors and their 
deities. The themes of their songs were 11 istoricnl, 
legendary, folk-lore, legal and heroic. 
It is to be regretted tbat nono of tl1cso eurly 
Malay ballad songs und ottH.!)r poems have been prosorvod 
that rm might have a deeper insigl1t into tho chr:.ructor 
of early Filipino litero.ture. ,\S shown oo.rlior, tho 
early. l?ilipinos had written books in native cha.rnctors 
on °deers1dn, pal"cp.ments, made from the crops of hono, 
and other· birds, various hard vrnods, leuves or ·plo.nts, 
like the palms, the outer layers of tbe spiny bnnboo, 
baked cl~1:, and gra.vel." 
8. 
These books ·;:ore stored with tho native prios ts, 
the most venerable and highly intellectual among the 
group •. Eov;ever, botb climnte and material wore unfavor-
able to the preservation of t..'l-ie documents. 'Iheir ink 
was from the verJ7 bhwk resistant resins. 0 T1~e three 
old Visayan Manuscripts were wri tte11 wit1, ink probably 
made from the cuttlefish, and the matoriri.l used was the 
14 
sea.th of the bongn. palm." 
A most lai"j1entable fact was that the Spanish. 
missionaries bu:rncd these J?ilipino books ts the works 
of the devil, and thereby destroyed knm·lledge 11 priceless 
9 •.
15 
to succeeding ngos, the few that escaped the fla.ines 
testify the irreparable loss." 1l'he early missionaries 
to the Philippines like those to Mexico regarded the 
ob._iocts of native v1or•sl1ip as essentially evil, and 
mercilessly destroyed every sign of native culture when-
16 
ever and wherever found. 
17 
Profoasor Beyor,who has spent much time in investi-
gating Filipino lif~ and history,has discovered some 
ovidonces of early 1'.'ilipino 11 terature wbicb included 
un epic poor.1 of prodigious length. This epic transcribed 
and translated by Professor Beyer from the mouth of the 
reciters in whose memory only now it exists, contains 
four thousand-odd lines and sho·:rn a rather remarkable 
gift of versification and imagery. Dr. Frank Laubach 
in l.,ebruary 1930 discovered another epic which he oalled 
"r .. ~ Odyssey fr.om Lanao." 
tho mouth of the reciters. 
This also, he transcribed from 
18 
According to him the Moros 
of Lake Lanae region have an a,nazingly rich literature, 
a.11 the more a.ma.zing since it exists only in the memories 
or the people. It consists of lyric and epic poetry. 
Their "Iliads" and ·11 Odysseys" they call .darangan. 0 You 
are to read a very· reri1arkable survival of the period 
before either Islam or Christianity had ever heard of 
the Philippinos," 
There are still other evidences of early Pilipino 
culture. The source or the Bishop of Oviedo,· s articl~ 
entitled, "Las Antigua Civilization do. las Isli:s 
Filipinas," in ~1icb he gives a vory interesting 
description of the natives and their mode of liff), is 
an old folio :nunuscript ·:1ri tton on rice-po.per in tho 
year 1610 from data collected at the period or ~,pnnish 
19 
conquest of t11e F.nilippines by Legaspi. h coc.lo or. 
lox.r callecl. Pavon•s code which co.r.1e to light; in recent 
yoars is tlla ear•licst ·::ritton codification known in the 
Philippines. It rrns vrri tton in 183?-8 by a Spanish 
friar known as Jose t'iaria Pavon and his manuscript is 
now at the Philippine Library ut Maniln. It denls ·:ri th 
. n the "Ancient Legends of the Island of Negroes. It 
relates to the peculiarities and superstitions of the 
people of the island of H~eroes, as ho nud seon them 
20 
10. 
and as they had been told to him by the poople. Puvon 's 
code dates back from before tho middle of tho fiftoonth 
century and was translated for him into ~pa.riish from tho 
Visaya.n Manuscript. 
The authenticity of tho Visayan munuscripts cannot 
be questioned. As o.lre~1dy stated, the early Filipinos 
had their own system of w1"i ting long before the Spanisl1 
discovery, end had a fairly well advanced civilization 
fostered by their commerclu.l contact wi t11 the Chinese 
for many centuries and similar contact with the Einrlus 
and other peoples west. of China. ~estate of culture 
was certainly fur more advanced than is the present 
cul turo of the i.r,ungians of Mindoro n:nd of tt1e 
'l1ugbuff::tts of Pal: .. r:rn.n, both of 'INhom have their own 
system of writing, closely resombling that of' the· 
.~nc.iont Filipinos. 
1.rL.o autr;onticlty of Pavon' s code is still 
11•.
further· provod. by dii'fe1-aen.t evidences v1hich check up 
fuvorubly with his data. The Philippine Library at 
!.~unilu. actually possesses t1-n~ee old manuscripts 'nri tten 
1i1 Visa:ran characto1-as on t11e old materials relating to 
tlio J.ogends or lTe,grocs of the fifteentb century, probably 
21 
used by Pavon himself. 
To illustrate the old Philippino Code, .the ninth 
22 
ono or tho seventeen numbers is here given. 
All those shall be beaten for two 
days; who sing .wh:tle traveling by night; kill 
tho bird Manaul; tear the documents belongine 
to the headtnen ( principnles); are malicious 
liars; or mock the dead. 
'lno documents which were to be p1"'eserved, accord-
ing to Pavon,oonsisted of tho follov1ing: 
Their sen and land songs; ~ar narratives 
and accounts of tho bravery ·or their ancestors. 
The storius of their beasts and domestic 
animals. 
The stories concerning their mythologies 
and superstitions. 
Legends regarding their various dances. 
Traditions regarding their sacred trees. 
Lists of herbs used for medicinal purposes. 
Dialects 
It has been alreedy stated tho.t t:-10 people of tho 
Philippines· whetlier pagan, 1.Ioro, or Chris tinn \'Ji th the
12. 
23 
exception of tlrn fm·1 scattered 'l'!egritoon, nro one ro.oinlly. 
Of the inhabi ta.nts of the Philippines fi vo-sixtl1s nro 
of Italay extraction, and speak diulect~l hnvine n common 
24 
T,:alayan lin{!Uis tic basis. 
Accordin[s to Professor Ferdinnncl Blur1:entrii tt, thoro 
are o.bout one hundred nnd scvonty dialects in tho 
Philippines. These l1e divided into fifty-one linc;uiat.io 
groups. The Spanish government ofriciully ro~o~ni~ed 
thirty-five dialects. 1\ccording to recent inves tlgu tion., 
the most probable nu.rnber is eiehty-sevon. Professor 
'Blumentritt had this to say of his own investigation: 
After thorough search, I am convinced 
that muny dialects. reported to mo r:iust bo elimj -
nated, since the:r o·ue their existence to mistakes 
in peni.t1anship or printing, to ridicule, misunder-
standing or error, as I have proved in single 
instances. 
The best-known spoken and written dialects are six 
in number. They are: 
1. The Bicol is the dialect of the (,!tlnys 
inhabiting the peninsula of Cn~urincs in 
Luzon a...."1.d some outlying islands. ·:n1en the 
Spaniards came, they v1ere fnirl:,r r;;ell 
civilized and had a kind of ITriting • .
2. 'ftie Ilocano is the dialect of the
MulaJ people who inhabit I locos · norte, 
I locos Sur, La Union and Abra. 'r11ey 
hnd. nt:.the discovery of the i~lands a 
peculiar" culture and alphabet. 
,:) • TJ10 Pan1pa..'1~ru1 is the language of the 
Unlay e;roup w}1ich already a.t tb.e tirm3 
of the Conquost had its own ci vilizat.ion 
and v1ri ting. The people inhabit the 
province of Pampanga, Pora.c, a little 
location in Htteva Excija., Bataan., and 
Zambales. 
13. 
'1. '11110 Pnnsc.sinan is tJ:.e lunc;uage of another 
nnla.y group r:hich had its own civilization 
e.nd writing. The people inhab'i t B.b.ng$,S inan . 
und·various loculities of Zambales, Hueva 
~xcijn, end Beneuet. 
5. The Tagalo~ is the language of the Malays 
who inhabit Manila, Ca.vito, Bataan, Bula.can, 
Ba t2.J\gas I Laguna, nnd Hinda.ro. They already 
possessed in pre-Spanish times an alphabet, 
a fine culture, and o. well-developert civili-
zation. 
6. '11he Visayan is spoken by the people who 
inhabit the islands named after them, and 
also in the nort1-::.ern and eastern coasts of 
IJindanao. Tb.ey are Malay people who at the 
arri v.al of the Spaniards had a fine 
culture and their own art of wr:1.ting. 
The Visayan dialect is further divided 
into four dialects of which t11e Cobuuno 
and the Panayano are the most important. 
From these. recent authorities, it is clear thnt 
there are many languages o~ rather dialects in. the 
Philippines. This fact has been cited by the opponents 
of Philippine Independence as the main proof or the 
14. 
lack of solidarity among the people. But of theoe, there 
a.re only three major one~, Visayan, Tagalog, and 
Ilocano spoken by the great ma.jori ty of the pooplo in 
the Philippines and they ure closely related to one 
another. The differences in the diaJ.ects and lesser 
differences 1n habits, customs, and character ore the 
natural.result of natural barriers like mountains nnd 
rivers. 1Je.ny writers o.bout the Philippines exaggerate 
these differences,forgetting that the people came from 
the same general region. The things in which the people 
are alike are more important than the things in which 
they differ. The former are racial characteristics, 
and the latter the result of- isolation, natural barriers 
25 
and change of environment. 
The affinities and relationships or the dialects 
have been also overlooked. The pronunciation and mode 
of speech ve:ry but little from one section of the 
Philippines to another, and the majority of the 
Filipino words are common to two or more or the 
Philippine languages. These languages whether spoken 
by pagan, ?1toro or Christian belong to the great 
Malnyo-Polynesie.n family, branches" of which are found 
in Sumatra, the Hawaiian Islands, Madagascar, and in· 
many islands between. 
The foregoing discussion is a.~ attempt to show. 
the differences of.the dialects before the Spaniards 
ca.me. A fuller·explo.nation of the affinity, the relation-
ships and cha.raoter of the Tagalog language will be 
dealt v1ith later in the chapter on "Native Dialecta.tt 
3. Education 
It has already been shown that the early Filipinos 
had a high degree of culture and c1v:1.liza.tion. They
had their ov,n alphabets and systems of writings acquired 
from Aryan sources. They 11 ved on the fertile lowlands 
from v1hich they had driven the Igorots to the mountains, 
and from which they carried on a regular trade inter-
I 
course with the neighboring countries of Asia • .l-.. Ohinese 
geograp1'!er, Chao Ju Kua, o.s early e.s t~e thirteenth 
century mentioned the Arc~ipelago and described its 
26 
trade relations with the Chinese. The ecu~ly Filipinos 
also carried on trade with Japan, India, Siam, Cambodia, 
the Ma.lay Peninsula., Java, Sumatra, Borneo, nnd the 
Mol1.1ccH1B :i This trade with the outside world was 
carried on three thous~d years before Spain came to 
27 
the Philippines. .A well-known author , hns said, 
16. 
"\Vhen the inhabitants of F~ngle.nd were we£1ring skin, 
painting their bodies, with w·ood, nnd gashing their 
flesh in religious frenzies, the Filipinos were con-
ducting· great. oonnnercial marts in whion wero orrored 
silks, brocades, cotton and other cloths, household 
furniture, precious stones, gold and gold dust~, ,Jm1olry., 
wheat from ,Japan, weapons, worlrs of art and utility in 
many metals~" In fact, the early history of the 
Filipinos abounds in long accounts of their not1vit1es 
among which were \Vorking on minos, washing out gold, 
working on the fields, on naval construction, rai31ng 
poultry, weaving silk and cotton, managing distilleries, 
manufacturing of arms and horns, and carrying on pearl 
28
fisheries. 
The people had a cal,andar and divided the year 
29 
into twelve lu."1.ar months. , They had o. system of 
weights and measures which they probably us'3d in their 
barter or trade with foreign countries. They also had 
considerable ,,real th.
Since the early Filipinos possessed so high a 
degree of culture, it is most likely that their children 
117. 
were given some instruction. The type of school that 
is found toe.lay in remote ba1•rios oonduc ted by an old 
!nan or womo.n on the floor or in the yard of tt home, 
where the ordinary family duties are carried on, 
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robnbly has its origin 1n this period. Not all the 
Filipinos could then rend.and write, but as in India, 
Spnin .nn~ Eng~and,- th~re w_er~ in the Philippines the 
ci rtf> IZ~J that w~ call the educated find the uneducated11 
It seems probable that the percentage of lite1~0.cy in 
the Philippines in 1500 \Vas as large as in Spain and 31 .•. · 
lo.rger thun in India. ~is is made probable by the·-
fao t that in the light of a recent discovery about the 
native peoples of the islands, t:he people of the wildest 
parts of the islands known to be hopelessly savage, 
still retain the use of two of the fourteen ancient 
alphabets. It may also be said that England had not a 
l11gher percentage of literacy at this period nor a 
higher cultural stage than that of the people of the 
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Philippines. Douglas Campbell said, "I do not find 
recorded of the Ancient lc'ilipinos rmything worse than 
tho bear-whipping that was a popular sport in the days 
or Queen Elizabeth .t' 
~e term "savage" when applied to ,the Filipinos 
at the time of the American occupation and even more 
recently totally disregards the facts of Philippine 
II is tory. "Savage is an easy phrase and should 
18. 
be en.ployed with discretion when applied to the 
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Filipinos," said Russell. If there were few books 
in the Philippines before or at the time of disoovary, 
that was true also in England. In proportion t.o tha 
population it is entirely probable that there were as 
many manuscript books in the Philippines as there were 
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at the same period in England. 
4. Sooieti 
v'Jhen the Malays n1igrated to the Ph1lipp1ries, they 
came in vessels called "barangays" u11der a dato or a 
chief who retained leadership which later beoG.!na heredit-
ar-;;, and · whose power over the peop la whome he ruled was 
despotic a."1d included the right to impose tribute, The 
term "barangay" denoted tho political and social unit 
of their organization. They possessed a system or 
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alans. Beneath the dato were the following classes: 
( l) The i'x'e.e (maha.rlika) who paid no tribute to 
-
the dato, but who accompanied him to ,var, rowed his boat 
when he went on a journey, and attended him in his house. 
(2) The semi-free (aliping nama.mPhay) which was a 
··large class. They appear to have been freedmen owing 
the ~ato.heavy debts of service such ns to sow n~d har-
vest in his rice fields, to 1•0111 p ls canoe, to build his 
house, to attend him when ha had guests. 
( ;,s) 'l1he sln.tros ( tH')guir;u.ilit•ia); \"1ho \1era numcn~oua, 
wero or two kinds. One kind consisted or tho eapt1.ves 
of Wfll' and the other those who sold their freedom 
t'hrougl1 debt deacondod f.rom fu the:lr to sm1. IJ~~oso wore
o·.mod by tho1r lord. 
L1fo in ·the com~uunity wns ver~r intimnta. Tho 
earliest; oomars, as did tho lat~;st ones, liv-0d tin tho
right , yet tl,C':.dt' or.mats wo1"e protected by .f.orta 
oqu1ppod Vlith ounno:1S. The later cor.1ers oo well 
dofendocl t.r.e;lr 11omeo tbr.tt. tho gpnniards hud h::.rd times 
in tnk1ng !~!imila \)oormoc:> tbon 1 t wns def'endod w·i. t;h · 
form1dv.blo fo1--t;s. Co7:1mt1111t:.t .feeling ;•ma very st.~rong, 
Filipinos or tho presont lltwe inhori tod. Nobody
could l'ocva tho "bo.rru1go.yn w1 tho?-t payme.nt or money or 
't11a oonsont or the o~nununf. tw J gtat -they WQre all'>ited to 
1ntor:.:1nrry rror1· one nbarangay" to another, 
In such (l).sos, the children of the marriage were 
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e.....qually divided betYmen the two "bara.ngays ." Each 
"barungay" was·. responsible for the conduct of its own 
mm:fbers. If one of 1 ts members were insulted or suffered 
injury from without, the whole body had to be appeased. 
A group of old men had the power.of deo'ision regarding 
any so.oial or political matter within the ."bara.ngay/' 
Th.is group settled disputes o.ooording to custom and 
tradition. In judicial matters, a.11 complaints wcro 
b1 .. ought before the dato who alno decided according to 
established customs, rules, and traditions. Tlie o.xistonoe 
36 or Pavon•s Code testifies the presence or unwritten 
laws among these people. 
V1omen were treated ve"t'y kindly among thoso 
people. They had as their employment domestic duties, 
· needle vrork, in which they excelled, the spinninr; nnd 
Y1ea.vi11g or ·silk and cotton into various fabr11cs aml also 
the pr-eparation of hemp, palm, and bnnnnn fibers~ 
"As a whole~ these people· were worthy of boing 
placed on a superior level to certain ancient people 
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who possoss a more illustrious fame." 
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B. Spanish Influences 
1. · Education 
o.. Establishment of schools 
The Spanish Conquistadores always took with them
the cross wherever they went. When they oarne to the 
f'hilippines, the first thing they did was to introduce 
the doctrine of Christianity. His estimate of the import-
nnce of the priests was shown in the desire of the Spanish 
governor when he ~.10.s offered forty regiments of soldiers 
to be givon forty priests instead. After the settlement 
of the Philippi:1ee in 1565., the priests who frequently 
went to the scattered villages and·districts were the: 
sole representatives of Spain. 
What seems to have been the first attempt at 
eatnblishing schools in the Philippines was the forming 
of classes in the wilderness for the teaching of the cate-
chism. Schools of this kind were established·to explain 
tho faith and the principles of the church. Their sole 
object was to supply the religions need of the people. 
As the church came to be more firmly established; 
there began to be a need for higaer training·and more 
advanced 1:nsti tutions. By order of Philip II ,-in· 1585, a 
college of San Ignacio was established in Manila at~ the 
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end of the sixteenth century., w1de1., the supervision ot 
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the '-Tesui ts. This college vra.s not vary important; and 
did not last long. So according to Osias, the first 
permanent Phil1ppino College r1as founded on r.ugust 25,1601, 
"by e.n ecclesiastical license to said religious order of' 
the Society of Jesus, and to said rather Luis Gomez, to 
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found ·said College of San Jose . 11 Other s cl1 ools and 
colleges were soon established. The University of Santo 
Tomas was founded in 1611 unde1"' the Dominicans, ,mu the 
College of San Juan de Let1,an in 1640 by n philantln'opic 
~pa.niard called Juan Geronimo Guerrero who later becume 
a Dominican father. 
Seminaries for advanced education of womon wore 
also established. It is extremely surprising to note the 
early advantages given to women in the Philippines. The 
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schoola so establisped were: 
1. College of Santa Isabel 1632 
2. College of Santa Catalina 1632 
3. Beaterlo de San Ignacio 1699 
Other schools for vrnmen later establisl"ed will be nar;1ed
in discussing education for women. It is enouc;h r.01.,e to 
say tbat the Filipino girls v1ere given early educational 
advantages along with their brothers. 
The Philippine Educational System thus took form 
nearly 35 years after the Spanish occupation in 1565. 
However, not until late in 1863 was a system of primary 
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instruction established by the ~pa.nish a.uthori ties. Until 
thnt timo th9 schools and colleges were established for 
higher education only. Thus for two centuries education 
under eoclosiastioal authorities carried on the work of 
the c'hu1,oh. 1~n attempt., however, was made by the Jesuits 
1n part1oulur, who were the teno1-,er missionaries in the 
Philippines, to e1ve primary instruction. Their great 
service to the advancement of education was interrupted by
their expulsion from the islands in l '768 by the· 01'\der of 
King Charles III. Upon their return in 1859, they gave 
frosh and neoded impetus to education by establishing the 
A tenoo de Manila, one of the most flourishing schools in 
Mnnila today. Their further work in education will be· 
described 1 o.ter. 
Thus we· see that ee.rly education in the Philippines 
began at the top and grevr downward. The fact is that the 
enrly schools were originally for the sons of the Spaniards, 
although later a few natives were now and then admitted. 
Tho friars did not believe in the genePal education of the 
people; for educating them meant breaking down the old social 
order. 
Higher Education 
The oldest institution of higher education in the 
Philippines was the College of San Jose. In it,the natural 
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sciences formed the backbone of study up to 1636. 
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A year afterward, philosophy, and theology \·rere added, oncl 
a 11 ttle later, a facul t:1 of medicine nnd ph 1,.rr.wc;.". 'l'ho 
instruction was mostly theoretical end sligrit. Instructors 
were selected on the basis of favoritism. However, the 
members of the medical faculty were able prncti tion<H'S, 
a.l though their laboratories were poorly equipped. Todny 
and since 18'75 the College is a po.rt-; of the Univern:1. ty of 
Santo T·omns consisting of the med1CH1 and pha.rr.wceuticul 
departments of that Univcrsi ty. 
The Uni varsity or Santo Tomas ranks pre-e:·:inont 
among the higher institutions in the Philippines beoa.uno 
of its at1tiqui ty, 1 ts history and its importnnce nn woll 
as its. influence. It received from the Cntbolio kine;a 
a..Yld supreme pontiffs the titles "royal11 u.nd "pontifico.1." 
It was rounded by the Dominican order in 1611 under the 
name "College of Santo tl'omas." Thus it is oldo1 .. than 
Harvard, the oldest institution in America~;by fully a
quarter of a century. 
The early courses taught were mcro.1 theolog:-;-, 
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philosophy, and the hu..'Tlani ties; the first t\·10 included 
the study of all brax1ches comprised in the works of 
Thomas Aquinas. The basis of instruction was relir;ion. 
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The progress of the University was rapid. 
Between 1645 and 1800, it had conferred 957 bachelor 
degrees, 132 licentiates and 97 doctorates in philosophy, 
theology, and canonical law and civil law. From 1800 to 
1870, the number of degrees conferred was 92? bachelors, 
128 licentiates and 84 doctorates. Many Filipinos who 
r:radunted from this university have dem·onstre.ted marked 
ability especially in law and theology and have played 
~ary signifiotmt parts as leaders in public life. 
' ... '
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There were ~1.sc;, other colleges in existence. A 
"normal superior" for male te~chers and later another for 
female teEtohers were established in the nineties. A.
school or Arts and Trades giving preparatory engineering 
o.nd trade courses, a. sohool of' agriculture, a school of 
Fine Arts, and n military academy were round in or·: around 
ManilH. The teaching in some or these colleges \Vas below 
university level and so they are· ·usually. referred to; ~-e 
seoondnry schools. 
Secondary Education 
1.(11)0 higher institutions did not limit themselves 
to purely colleeiate wo1.,k but included also secondary 
instruction. This was don~ in ord~r to maintain the 
size and income of the ins~itution( There were,however, 
independent and purely secondary schools in e. few principal 
cities through out the Archipelago; the best ones in Manila.. 
These schools were preparatory to the University,and so all 
or them were subject to the regulations of the University 
of Santo Tomas. 
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The Collage. of San Juan de Letran is a typical 
secondary school. This was founded in 1640 for the 
children of the Spaniards. Later, !lntives were admitted 
upon payment of tuition fees which were so high as not 
to be within reach of many. This school is still in 
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existence. The following was its ourr.bulum. 
First term, one year: Spanish, Latin grammar, Chriot.ian 
doctrine, sacred history. 
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Second term,one year: Spanish and Latin gra.mmnr(socond oourae) 
instruction in general,geogrnphy, and 
in particular in that of Spo.1-n, nnd or 
the Philippines, Christian morality. 
Third term, one year: Latin analysis nnd tranalut10t}, rudi-
ments of the Greek language, und
Christian mora.11 t,y, uni'/eraal hi~t.ory, 
and the history or Spain o.nd of tho 
Philippines, a.ri than,:·: tic n.nd ulgobra. 
Fourth term,one year: g1ements of rhetoric nnd poetry,aooio.1 
ethics, elements or geography nnd plane 
trigonometry, psychology., pbilooophy 
and logic. 
Fifth term, one year: Physics a.nd chemistry a.n.d natural 
hi.story. 
Although the curriculum wa.s limited, it \'las not 
rigorously followed. T!-:e· instruction was dogrns;tic, monoto-
··n:,us., and under many limitations.· The laboratories were 
poorly equipped when there were any. 
2'7 ', ,, 
Some othe1~ secondary schools have been already 
mentioned in oonneotion with higher education. Still others 
·.vore soon estublished. In 1859 when the Jesuits eSJ11e back, 
they established the A teneo de Municipal. Othe1., secondary 
schools professional in oli.arao:ber were the nautical and 
oommorcial schools. Thero wore several girls• schools in 
Ma:mila and in the provinces. There were also five colleges 
in Dae;upan, Vigan, Cebu., Jaro, Iloilo, and Ba.colod; many 
private Latin schools in large towns r1nd "five concili!1r 
seminarios.~ These seminnries were established in the four 
dioceses in Manila "for the formation and instruction of 
Filipino Clorioks." 
The seconde.ry schools have been very popular. 
T11e total number of students attending schoole in '.A.896 
was about 19,000. The system, of instruction h&d many 
defects owing to the fact that the priests we1"'e adverse to 
soientif1o training and teaching. The schools were as a 
~hole places of luxury for the sons of ~ell-to-do fmnilies. 
Primnry Education 
The desire of the Spanish government to extend 
education to all the people of the Philippines was expressed 
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in the royal edict of March 21, 1634. In this order 
Philip IV of Spain orders ·all Archbishops and bishops to 
teJrn steps for the eduoatior:i of the Filipinos ·1n the Spanish 
l~"'lgua.ge n...--id in the Christian doctrine,. This edict was 
not oarrie<l into effedt. A second royal decree ca:;10 on 
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(Tune 20, 1686, in whicl"\ the king requested tl;e civil 
end religious authorities to observe the decroo o.f 1634 
under penalty that whoever should not obey zrnuld be ·denl t 
with accordingly. The defects of those decrees wrrn thnt
they did not provide u plan f01~ finm1cing the. tbings to 
be done; and this second .edict also was not cn.r1"iod out. 
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A third decree of.Decem1?er 22~ 1792 provided tho. t 
28. 
salaries of teacher$. w·ere to l.)e. pntd fi•om the royal t1•oaoury 
and any de:ficits made up from the communal property o.nd 
treasury. Schools for the nat:lves were also to bo provided. 
This decree also was not carried out. 
Two centuries after the first decree a system of 
primary education was finally established. In 1863 ,;ha 
Spanish king through the Hinister of the Colonies r:ave o.n 
order for the establisbment of primary education in tho 
Philippines. '11he order provided, among ru:my othe:r thinr;s 
for the creation throughout the Archipelago of ~chools for 
primary pupils, higher schools for secondary ins tl'·uc tions, 
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special schools, normal institutes tmcl colleges. It 
also provided that instruction should be given in Spanish. 
According to the order, there should be n primary sol1ool 
for boys and one for· girls in every town.. Attenda:1ce 
was made compulsory between th~ ages of seven o...~d thirteen 
and a supervtsory comrnittee·composed of the Governor 
General, the Archbishop and seven others was appointed. 
The Order of 1863 was then the first practical 
attempt to introduce a general system of education for 
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o.11 islanders, although individual opportunities had been 
offored to Filipinos in private schools opened by generous 
S pan1 o.rds. 
Thus we see that general primary ed~oation in the 
1slnnda crone late. It is .true that secondary schools 
ma1ntu1ned primary classes, and that there ware convents 
or parochial schools in nearly every town; and private 
tut,oring was ava.ilaole among well-to-do families, but this 
lourning wns not untversa.lly available. However, towards 
the end of tha Spanish rule, almost every t?wn had in. 
tl10 public plaza its public school buildings for boys and 
girls. Filipinos were to.ught to converse in Spa.ri'ish and 
all the rudiments of Spanish education. 
Education for Women 
Among the few early established schools for higher 
learning, some were for women. ·The wealthy families had 
private tutors and private schools for their families, but 
evon in such cases, the girls did ·not go beyond knowing 
how to read the prayer book and bow to write a little. 
The College of Santa Isabel founded in 1632 was for 
many years open only to Spanish orphan girls. 
30. 
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Other schools founded were. 
1. Santa Rosa College 1'750 
2. Escuela de Haestro.s 1864 
3. Colegio do Concepeion 1864 
4. Colegio de la Immaculada 1864 
5. Colegio de San tTooe de Ja.ro 1874 
6. Asuncionistas 1890 
Besides these, there were many municipal schools for girls 
in Manila. There were olso several in Jaro, Vignn, Cebu, 
and the Bicol provinces. Later F111pinosgirls who could 
afford the cost \Vere admitted to the colleges. 
Unive1.,sa.l education for \fomen as well as fot1 
boys began with the ad·option. of the Order or 18G3·. v:1 th 
the·making of the Order, a normal school for girls was 
established in Manila and a separate school for girls in 
every town. There was no co-education. Such schools 
were under the cure or the sisters of the religious order. 
Despite their seclusion, hundreds of Filipino girls 
managed to continue their education and later beoth~e 
important leaders 171. the oornmuni ty us .did their brothers •. 
Character of Primary Education 
The primary schools were immediately under the 
supervision of local priests.and also of the chiefs of the 
provinces. 
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The teachers of the primary schools were appointed 
from those w'ho_had graduated from the normal school. Their 
so.la.riea ranged rrom 15 to 22 pesos ( a peso is half a dollar 
in American mo~ey) for men and 10 to 20 pesos for women. 
The subjects taught were reading, \Vriting, geography, history, 
o.rithmetio, Christian doctrine, Spanish, .agriculture., and 
music. 
The instruction was poor but in spite of this, 
the primary schools grew :r•a.pidly and many schools were 
established where many poor people could attend. In 1868 
five yearn after the Order of 1863 was promulgated,· there 
were 648 schools in the Archipelago with a total attendance 
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of 138,990 pupils. In 1870 the total numb~r of primary 
schools inoraased to 1,678 of which 833 were schools for 
girls. In 1886 twenty-three years after the issuance of 
the Order, directing the organization of tbe system of primary 
education, there were 1,052 primary schools for boys, 1091 
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schools for girls. The enrollment was about 200,000. 
b. Several Characteristics or·the Spanish Education System 
The Order of 1863 included a provision for one male 
and one female teacher for every 5,000 inhabitants. In 
pract.1ce, the number or teachers ranged from a half-fulfill-
ment of this provision to none at all •. In 1894, xne popu-
lation or the Philippines was estimated at 6,~09,810. 
According to the Order if it had been completely cnrried 
out, there should have been 2,684 teachers, one for every 




The primary school syst~m a.a a.lr~ady indicated \Vns
not secula~; it devoted its te~ching chiefly to rolieioue 
doctrine. The prfa1a.ry schools were under the locnl porinh 
priests who were the inspectors and directors of the teuo1,aro. 
There was no centralized system or management ulthoue;l1 the 
civil governor exercised inspector1al control throueh the 
superior commission of primary instruction in ouch provinoo. 
The local priests had the direct control of the schools. 
'I1hey u~ually inter•fercd with the teachers) wlio found their 
work much hampered by their insistent interference. ~rhe 
priests even kept theireyes on every government official. 
~e system ,va.s not wholly a free system, because 
tui.tion was required of all but the poorest children, nor 
was it an adequate system because 1 t re~icbed onlY. c1 smo.11 
proportion of the children of the parish, and they were very 
largely or wealthy families. 
The failure of tbe system was owing also to the 
inefficiency of the teachers because of their lack of 
sufficient training. !1~ost of them could not tench beyond 
reading, writing, geography and little arithmetic. They 
were insufficiently paid, and that partly accounts for their 
lack of professional enthusiasm. Although the order of 1863 
provided that instruction should be given in Span1s11,, 
very little Spanish instruction was given because n1any 
no.tivo ter.1chors did. not understand Spanish. There were 
no suitable text books and the equipment was poor. 'Ic:he, 
schools were also the residences.of the teooheras. The
pupils learned by heart and the method was rnecb.e.nical and 
noisy. 
Higher education was for the select class. The·
tendonoy was to canter attention upon a few who were hu1"ried 
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through oollegos and universities and to·leave the masses 
ignorant. 
c. Education at the time of Arneric'an Ocoupa~~·O!);~
•r_hus we see that during the Span:tsb regime., the·· 
eduontional system was not entirely adequate in. so·ra.r as 
t110 number of schools is concerned; for 745 boys· schools 
and 833 girls schools for a population of' about 4,000,060 
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ia 1870 is n fair showing. In 1892, eight years before' 
the nmerica.n ooaupa.tion or the islands, there were 2,13'7 
schools not including the colleges, universities, and 
seminaries. ;~hen America came,· 2,150 public· primary schools 
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wore in operation. · The system was poor 'judged by pr•esent ·
educational standards, but it wa.s good at the time, and al-
though 1 t had many defects, the Philippine school·· system
during the Spanish rule was considered the best in the Orient. 
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Admiral Dewey after stJdying Philippine conditions 
during the Spanish war ·spoke of the Filipinos as follows: 
"In my opinion, the people are far superior in intelligence 
and more capable or· self government than the natives of Cuba. 
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I ·run familiar with both races~" General Merritt said in 
1898: "The· li1ilipinos impressed me :f'a voro.bly. · 'l'hey have 
lm"ryers, · doc tors, and men of kindred profess ion who a tand 
well in the connnunity and bear favorable comparison to thoso 
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of other countries." 
Alphabets 
2. Language 
When the Spaniards came to the P.hilippinos the 
Spanish missionaries ·inrraediately studied the langt1afje of 
the people. They changed the oharaotera into those of the 
Spanish alphabet, and mastered the intricacies of the 
native speech. It is said that one missionary wlth unusual 
diligence learned and mastered the Tagalog language in a 
few months. ~s missionaries and teacbers, the priests 
vrere opposed to the teaching of Spanish and ~aught the 
natives in their 0\vn languages. 
The decree of 1863 made Spanish the mediu_~ of 
instruction in the primary schools, as it had been in higher 
institution. But even then, Spanish teaching was limited 
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except in large towns because many of the native .teachers . 
were unable to speak the Spanish langUl ge. Yet the 
mi.:cturo or the two languages tlas inovi table because the . 
mixture of the two peoples was also inevitable. ~l'he con""' 
tacts led to linguistic borrovfings. "Nhe11 the Americans
co.mo to the Philippines, they found that Spanish words 
v1ere in common use in all the different dialects. Here a.re 
the \Vorda of Fred A tlcinson, one of the first Directors .. 
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of' the Bureau of F.ducation of the Philippines. 
One very primitive article or dress is 
lmown by o. Viso.yan word, the language of the 
oentrnl islands; all other wo1..ds pertaining 
to articles of dress nre Spanish. There are 
words in this tongue for primary colors too, 
but tho names of the secondarll" Hre Spimish. 
'l'l1e ideas or God and sp1ri t are 111<:ewise ex-
pressed in the latter though there is a 
Visayon word for love. Nor ore there any 
equivalent in t11is dialect for the \VOrds for 
shirt and shoe. Tables and chairs were not 
knm"m before the ar111 val of the Spaniards, 
and the Visayans naturally adopted the Spanish 
names. There is no Visayan word ·ror soap. 
Siniilarily among the Tagalogs, the irihabi t-
ants of Luzon, and the neighboring islands, 
Spanish was similarly used. The word for 
teacher is the ea.me in both Spanish a.nd native 
tongues, end so ure the words for God, saint, 
angel, and other religious terms; likewise the 
words for id tchen, hall, window, door, lai"'np, 
lantern, table, clock, stable, glass., bench, 
trunk, carpet, and so on through a long 11st. 
Tho words for spoons,. lmives, and forks is 
Spanish. As in the Visa7an, the words for shoe, 
stockinB, handkerchief, ribbon, ere.vat, button, 
pin; thimble, bo11net, b.at, and the lik.e are 
also Spanish. Likewise of Spanish origin e.re 
coo, goat, horse, la:-:1b, lion, tiger, the n.ter, 
store, office, mail, telegraph, school, college 
and e.caderny; all terms den.oting mili-
tary and official rank, such as soldier, 
corporal, inspector, captain, ronernl, 
King and president; also the wo1"ds for 
calendar, almanac, hours, the nru:,os of 
the days of the v:eel(, the month, and 
the yenr; and to ooncludo a list that 
might be much extended, the letters of' 
the alphabet and the names of the Arts 
and Sciences all a.re Spanish. ·Curiously 
enough while most of tho mote.ls hH.vo 
nntive names, zinc and tin have not. 
Names of natural things, finally, nre 
as vmuld be e::tpected of native origin. 
In the dialects or the Moros, on the
other hadd, whose immigration wns inter-
rupted by the Spanish invasion; vnrioua 
common words as well as theological nnd
legal te1--m·s are from the Arnbic, for it 
was through Arabic influence that theoe 
Mo.lays became Mohammedans previous to 
their coming to the southern islnnds of 
the Philippines. 
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Thus we see that the. Filipinos borro·t1ed mnny words 
from the Spanish language.. The list, as .d. tkinson said, mieht
be much extended. It would not be too much to say that 
nearly half or· the spoken words in all the dialects ure 
bo~rowed from Spanish. 
Spani~h Language Official 
From the beginning of the Spa,.~1sh occupntion, 
Spanish became the official language of tho government. 
Every public document gas written in Spanish. It may be 
that court proceedings were conducted in the native dia-
lects but the records we~e written in Spanish. The 
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Spaniards did not impose theil" languuge: upon the conquered 
people. '11he friurs did not teach the· Spanish lan~tige. 
'l111ey learned the na.ti ve die.lee ts rmd then ~aught them tCl
the poople. . 'l'hus with the Order of. 1863, ::;panish beerune
tho medium of instruction as stated nbove .' little of it 
was taught except in large towns because' native teachet"S 
did not understand it., 
3. Literary 
During the latter po.rt of the nineteenth century 
1ncrene1ng numbers of Eilipinos of the wealthier class, 
grncluated from the Spanish schools and colleges in the is• 
lands, went to Spain., to study and ea.me in con tact t'li th 
Europeans through tbe Spanish language only. These students 
when they came back, became not only the social but also the 
poll ti cal :baders among their people. 1ihile abroad, they
found their people far behind oth~;r nation~ and so 'they 
published propaganda suggesting reforms. These publioa.tions 
wer~ printed in Spanish and found their way into the 
Philippines. The most influential one was ~!La. Solidaridad" 
edited by Graciano Lopez Jaena. 
However, the most lasting mon~ent of the literary 
endeavor or the Filipinos during the Spanish time was the 
. \
works of Dr. Jose niza.l written in Span+sh. · His hovel, 
expeeially "no11 me Te.ngere" was a poet•s story of his people•s 
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love, foul ts, aspira tior1s and wi~ongs. If nny ono dos :troo 
to know the graphic, tl~ough painful pie turo of tho Philippines, 
in the latter days of the Spanish Hogimo, or c.onditions 
which the educated Pilipino leaders tried to r,oform, througl1 
their periodicals, he m.o..y reud tho translo.tion of the two 
books, Noli me 'l1a.np;e:r.~3 and Jn Pil 1 bustorisrno, both wi .. i t ten 
in J~;uropo in 1891, and smugglod into the Pbilippines. 'l'he1r 
a.ppe~irance in the Philippi:1cs co.used an uprot1r, and nrouaed. 
the indignation of tho frio..rs against whom thoy •,'!Or'O d:trected, 
~11e pic~ure of palpitating life shown in those stori~o con 
only be equ:.111ed in tho best li torature of ot;1rnr lnnds. Thia 
is what an author said of them: 
Lackine; in construction, thery ni:n,likl) 
the works <Jf the immortal Ja.koi, at giving 
series of pictui1es of life, photocrapi_...,.1c in 
their accuracy, snd wi thul the spirit of t1,e 
Philippines, the essence, utmosphca.,e--cali.: ' 
it whnt you rdll--thnt indefinnble touch \'1hioh 
only genius can givt), breathes throuGh Rizal' s 
wo1--k U.:.""ld transfigur,··s his pages. Iris po')try 
is graceful and cha1 .. rning., but loses in t1"n.ns-
lation even more than hio novels, in thoil-- 61 
form o.t l0ast, these a1"e ·.:rnefully mutilntod. 
The author was nth.e most prominent mun of his
people, and the great:;st lnf!J."1. the Malayan race bas evo1"
produced.n He wa.s a. physicie.i1, poet, refcirrne1', nnd 1:;o.rtyr. 
Howells says in his review or uEngle Flight;' n.no.dupt&tion 
of Noli me r:i~"'nn'er"le •..... '4-L <;a - •
But he is gone, and his book rern.n.ins ••• 
I do not lmou, whether it ought to 1-:-C! 
ast;onishing or not that a little saffron 
man., somewhere in thnt unlucky Archipelaeo 
f:lhould have been born with a gift so far 
be~ond tlrnt of any or s.12 the ntl.thol'S 
of our ronring literary success; but 
these things oro s tra.ngil.y oi-1dered by
Providence and no one who b.fas read this 
p:J tbct:tc i1ovcl c en deny its immensurable 
superio1 .. i ty. '111:10 author· learned his 
trnde fror.1 l!odorn Spanish novelists., ... 
but be. hus gone beyond them in a certain 
sparing touch with wfuioh he presents . . . 
si tuatim1 and charactei~ by mere stateme11b, 
of fact, without explanation· or. commer1t • .,.
It is. a grQ}:t li noye 1., of which the ·most" , 
poie;no.nt effect is in a se.nse of its un-
impeachable veracity. 62 · 
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Tiis poor.1 "My Last Pnrewell'~ is considered a maste,:,-
p:1.ooo, and 1 s one of tho finest poer:s in the Spanish language• 
It wns \'lritten on the night before his execution December 30,1896; 
r\nd expresses his desire to die fOl." the sa.ke of f'1:1eedom,
lo:;nl ty, nn.d truth~ The poem is pervaded with deep melancholy 
o.nd. it reflects the personality of a. great lover of justice 
and of brotherhood. 
r.notbol" eroa t Filipino writer is Franc ts co Balagtas 
'
w1~ose nohlo epic "Florante and Laura" a masterpiece of native 
~ 
ve:rsificution t·ms wri tton in ~.Pago.log during 'the first hnlf 
of the n1netcorlth ct;ntur:r .• It iH o.. version of a Spanish tale 
of fo.iries a~1d knights, that under the name of °Florantett in 
the 1:'n111pp1nes is called by Jose Riznl the best r.ragalo~ 
poetry in existence and its author is called the fn.th;;:r of; 
'fnr:;nlog poetr:r. A. new edition of hie "Florante" with some
'
of his other poet~y and an acc:ount of~. his life ;ht\S. been 
p1~epared l)y 1-!ern:ener.:;ildo Cruz lL'rJ.der the title n1..\r"'.,.... 0 1 ' · · 
"' ~,. 0 11.q ,an:g
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Zu:.1a th&. nnng J.?torante." · 
Another Filipino literary work is a Tnc;alog 
version of Schiller's "·7illiru::i Tell," written by ~Toso
Rizal when in German;t,as the. first number of n Pilipino 
populax- library. Anot1'~1" is n Poor Rich nrd' s Sa:rincs." 
·novels publisbed in 110.c;uloe include "Pinaelcu~·.ur..n .. " by




The Spaniords were careful not to dis t11rb t1'H)
social order of the Pilfpino people.. '1.1he decisions of 
the Spanish couri; we1~e riw.de in B-ccordcnce with ~:llip:1..no 
customs a...."1.d prer:edent. Hm·,over, in canto.ct wi tl1 n 
superior culture., the actual ccndi tion of t1:o pooplo uncl 
tl:.eir grade of cul tu.re improved. ':f,he i3lnnds :--irwo clono 
a·,":ay wi tb. many things whic11 belong to ru1 :inferior ci\rili-
zation, such ns tbo caste syste;:1 a11d slavery. "All tho 
prov:· nces:~ were pncifiod ~""ld were governed fron !,fo.r..ilo, 
having .Alcalles, mnyores, co1"regidoros, arid lieu ten f:.nts, 
each of whom governs in his district· Ol'' province, nnd
dispenses justice. '11.h.o chieftam who fonmer1y hold the
ot11er natives· in subjection h:i.ve no longer powor.u 64· 
A~ ~1e F11i~incs progressed town~d grouter 
enlightenment, intellectual experience, t1"~ere sprn..:."1g up 
omone them a clo.ss to which new indus t.ries has· brou,EJ:tt 
weal th. ~rhis class sought new- education. It acquired 
lmO\·,ledge of tho Spanish language 0.11d of' that graceful 
courtea:.r which distingu.ishea the Spaniard. But this 
cluns wus srw.11 in euch town; the1'le wex»e only a few
rum11ies •.. 
Along with their incre~sing enlightenment, the 
oociul standards of the l1'111pinos were refined. '!hey no 
J.onge11 respected the careless, improvident European e.nd 
tl1e e.xtravogant Spaniards who came among them. - Of the different colonies at this period, only 
the Filipinos found their situation acceptable.. Having 
o.dopted the religion, me..nners, oustomo of their Spanish 
rulors, thou.eh not legally . on equal footing, t~1~y were 
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not sepnra.tecl by strict social barriers as in English 
colonies. 1~e similarity of religion and of forms of wor-
eJ1ip tended to bring Spanish an? I1'ilipinos together. 
Frequent social contacts led to intermarriag·e and the 
. . .
~evolopment or an increasingly large group of mestizos .. · So 
e. l though, the different groups in the Philippi~cs diffe·r to 
sor:10 1 "i. ttle extent in charuct:~·r., speech, and tradi tiona, there 
aro t-ao strong bonds uniting them all; the first is the 
Mo.lay stro.ir:.:; the second is the Christi·a.'1 civilization 
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introGuoed by Spain. 
Part II 
Chapter II 
The Influonce of the I~merioan Pe1•iod 
A. Educational Rosul t 
Change or 1~duci1tional System from Spanish to 
American System 
1. Public Elementar;[ ~~ducation: Militnry Perio~ 
Spain and tbe United Gta.tes had different avowed 
purooses in coming to the Philippines. t'Ihile both or them 
incidentally, .:)pain came to conve11 t tho pooplo, 
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the Un:....ted States came to educate them in the p1,1nciplca or 
gove1"nment. Spain ca.me ·with the cross, the United Btatcs 
came with its schools. So as soon as Manila surrendered on 
August 13, 1~98, less thfu'1. three months after the occupation 
o.f Manila. on May 1, 1898 ,) the next day Reverend ';;. D. HcK:lnnon,
Captain, first C:lifornia volunteers, United States Army, 
1 
began teaching i..11 the H.:ilippines. The first public school 
opened by the American authorities was on tbe island of 
2
Corregidor at the entrance to ?la.nila Bay. Una.er t1"'e super-
vision of Vir. EcKinnon seven earlier schools were reopened 
3
and a teacher of English was installed in each. Luter, on 
\ 
Ju.ne 1, 1899,Lieutenant George P. Anderson beaa.me 
I 
'
Suporintoi,dent of Schools in Ma.'l'lila.. Within t\ mo11th 
of the beginning of his ad.mir1istrtition twenty-four 
soldier toncbers worked a.n1ong 4,500 J?UPils, and 1.,000 
sc}~ools were reopened by mili tnry officers in diffe:r:-ent 
po.rts of tho isle.rids. In these schools native teachers 
we1 .. e tnught u great deal of English so that \Vhen the 
American teachers came, the native teachers we1»e often 
4
able to assist in the ins ·truo t ion in English. 
Formutivo Period 
So rapid was the organization of the early 
oducation that drastic changes and measures wa1.,e aome-
ti?~10s neoessa.ry.. On I.Iaroh 30:, 1900, Captain .Albert Todd, 
nixth, United States Artillery wa..s temporarily in oharge 
of public instruction. On Januar::, 21., 1901, the 
Philippine Cor:1mission t:1roug.i."'1 an act established the:J 
5
Dopo.rtmo:at of Public Instructio~, and provided that
u nll primary instruction in the schools established and 
1~ain to.ined under this act shall be free." Other pro-
visions of the a.ct provided fo1., the establishing of pri• 
mary schools in every municipility in the Archipelago, 
the organizing of the i~rctipelago into school di visions· 
and determining the curriculum of the public schdols •. 
It further provided u that English shall as soon as possible 
bo ;Jude the basis of all public instruction. n The: 
policy of tho govermnent we..s simple. It· gave every 
child everywhere in the Philippines · a chrmne to go to 
school. rrhe schools were to be public r-t.nd seculnl", 
Secondary schools and 1:ie;her schools were to follow 
even though theJ- were most :J.n demand. 
The Spanish .and American systems of eduontion 
were different in conception. That of' tJ1.) Spanis:1 ns 
has been stated, was instituted for the son.o or the 
rich Spanish and Filipino familias, and that of the 
United States for everJbody, rich and poor aliJrn. 
Under the authority given to the General 
Superintendent of Public Instruction by tho rhil1pp1ne 
Commission to obtain from tbe United States one thousand 
trained tee.chers, the first eroup of /V';erican toac11era 
6
arrived in the transport, Thomas ,in ,Tuly 1901. In 
August, some six hu..'l"ldred were nclded and so in 'Mo.y 1902,
there were in all 926 A::-ierica.n tonclrers in the tenc11ine 
service in the Islands. In view of the srnnllnoso or 
thi's number, it was desirable to udd Pilipino instructors. 
A fe\'l or the you..."rlger Spa.nisr}. trained teachers Vlho .studbd 
in the Normal School establisr:ed in Maniln by act of 1863, 
wei"e utilized as s.oon as they acquired the English language. 
Those who vtere taught by t-J1e .t'u!1e11 ica.n soldiers wore already 
useful. 
In order to facilitate tbe teac'hing of English 
to the young Filipino instructors, a. normal Scl:ool \,as 
' 'ostnblished in Manila in 1901 which.opened with· 450 
studento. 'rhe attendance increased very rapidly and 
v;ithin a. short period seventy students completed a 
short course, and received tea.chlng eertifica.tes, 
Other tenchers we1.,e also developed in the primary schools 
b:; t1"uining tho brigh te1" pupils to teach their less 
ndvunoed companions. 1l111is system was so successful 
tht-1.t in 1909, tbore were 8,275 F'ilipino teachers in the 
public schools,, Alme st ull the primary and a oonsider-
nble pn1"t o.r the secondary instructors we.s given to 
nntivo teachers undor the general supervision of the 
7
Amerio ans. 
Period or Organization 
ltK -
The general plan of public instruction in the 
Philippines was established by the law passed by the 
8
Fhilippi--ie Cormnisaion in March 7, 1902. 'I'he primary 
schools were placed under Municipal authority, the 
secondary under the Provincial e;overnment and the higher 
institutions anit special schools under the Insulnr 
government. 
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After the establishment of ·sehools in the different 
parts of the islan<1s, it was necessary to provide for an 
adequate system of supervision and inspectionfbr the rural 
districts. The General Superintendent had already organized 
.. L5. 
each division into several supervisinB dist1-iiats c:l!'ly 
in 1904. To help the Di vision Su.pcrin tend.ant, o.n 11.merican 
teacher was designated as a "Supervising, Teaci,ern to toke 
charge of each district. 
Prior to 1904, there was no prescribed cour•se or 
st.udy for the public schools of t~-:e Philippine Ialnnds. 
nThe Divis:ton Superintendents an.d teachers ma.de tboil" own 
program of studies based on that .or the tro.di tional 
.::.!i1t3rican primary schools, adopted some-who. t urbi trurily 
to 'fit t11e Filipino children, and limited in many wn:rs 
by t11e text books furnis1.,ed from tbe Genrul Office." 
The first printed course of Study, prescribod 
for uniform use in all the Philippine PutJliu Schools wo.s 
issued on ~Tune 15, 1904 as Bulletin No. 7 of the Bu.ronu 
of. Education. 'l'he oour•ses of instruction in the Public 
schhols ·were the following: 
(1) The Primary course of t~1ree years: (h"'n.uos I. 
II and· III. 
(2) The Intermediate course of three :,-"curs: Grades
!V, V ru1d VI to be taught in Provincial Schools 
.as a preparai;ion for entranoe to t'he Secondary 
courses. 
(3) Secondm1y courses: 
( a) The course in li teraturo, histo1.,y and 
sci~.nces. 
{b) T'.ne course in teachi~:g. 
(o) The oourse in commerce. 
(d) The cotwse in agriculture. 
(e) The course in Arts e.nd C:t"afts. 
Theoe s~oondary courses required from two to four years 
9
eaoh and were prasoribed for Provinoial high schools. 
The a bove no.med courses were adapted to ineet the needs 
of tha time. The Boc1.al conditions of the time and the 
limited means of instruction necessitated thiso Soon, 
in 1907, the cours~ was lengthened, and grades I,II, 
III o.nd IV were designated as ~be primary course, and 
grades V, Vl and VII as the Intermediate course. This 
regulation remains in force to this day. 
Indnstrial and Vocational Education. 
The most interesting thing that was ever done 
in experimental education in the Philippine Elementa.ry 
Sohools was the teaching of industrial wo11ks such as: 
making hats, slippers, baskets, and the cultivation of 
gardens. The writer personally practiced the making 
of sl1ppe~a out of rice-straw and hats out of·bamboo. 
There was much interest and fun for the school ch:1,ldren 
1n making these articles. Gardening was also strictly 
compulsory in every elementary school.· 'lhe best student 
gardener was given a prizo medal. !Tew seeds and plants 
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were in troduc~d into the Philippinos througb the snh ools. 
The cabbage plant and the ougn.r beet caJne fro:n tho United 
States. now every school child baa a go.rden plot. of 
cabbage in· school and at home. Tho s.ohool child;,,"en vie 
with each other as to who is going to ho tho sncoossful 
[ardener. 
Trade and manu::tl tro.inir:g work provided in o.11 
intermed1.ate and in most primaPy schools i~ of 1.:,t.er'ost. 
Trade schools were made sepHi:-·c.te t1nd disti"r1ct institutions, 
usually of intermediate c;rn.des, es tnbJ.ishod for th(', sole 
purpose of dev01oping skilled workman. Instruction 111 
housekeeping and household o.rts was given in both r,rimnry 
and intarmedi ate grad.es. Lace making, embroidery t:tncl 
other similar courses for t110 which the F11:l.pino girls 
possess preat natural apt:t tu.des soon were dovclopod nnd 
quickly becfu~e popular. 
Pride in t..·1orlc beoaJne very notioenhle mn the 
. generation of coming :oen and women. It v;o.s evidently 
the purpofle of early 1\.r:er1cnn education in the Philippines 
to int1"oduce into the ninds of the people the iden or the 
dignity of labor. Spain neglected tl~a t. T'i".O Spnninrds 
looked at munus.1 labor as something very c1eg1 .. ~d1.nf"1' and '-·, 
consequently the stuc1ents of those dn.ys were not trni~ed 
to meet tho ~a0C.::s of a world which was f9-st becominc 
industrialized. 
Co!:!pulsory p}1Jsical exercises and athletics 
un'e tiJ.so 11 e<1ttir't:ld of every s tu<lent. Heretofore, while 
athlotics constituted a recognized part of the school 
OUl'ricula, the work wns confined principally to sucb. 
gamos us busebn.11., basketball., and track event~. But 
with the coming D1". Crone, Director of Bduca.tion in 1913 1 
ho established a policy of "athletics for everybody," 
o.ccording to which all pupils 1n the public scho,ols should 
l~·ngltgod in some forr.1 of athlat:to games daily. lPor some-
times, the boys tool<: the chief pfart in the o.thletic pro-
grnm of the schools. 1?u t in the general program as con-
ce i vod by thH Directors of Education., the gil~ls WQre in• 
eluded and starting ,·,ith calisthonics, tJiey soon lecirned 
tennis, bnskBtball, and indoor baseball. 
Hnterially, the results of the general intro-
duction of athletics in the Philippine l'ublic Schools 
are evident in the improve11ent of th{: !)hysica.1 conditions 
of tho people. J.1. nevr spirit of school loyalty and of 
sporti:-1.unship has permeated the lives of th~ youne; people. 
Tnrough inter-town contests, there came e. g-reo.ter con-
scio~snoss of unity and solidarity. 
2. fublic Seoondarv Education 
JTistorical 
10 
The law authorizing the establishment of 
Secondary schools_was enacted tbn March 1, 1902. The 
law enabled the public authorities to meet the demnnd 
of the provinces for such schools. Inuaooordanoe with 
this law, twenty-three principal sohools wero establish-
ed in Provincial capitals by September 1, 1902. The 
1liat 
law stated" Secondary instructions in the Provincial 
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schools might include 111 addition to o.co.demic and com-
mercial subjects, manual tro.ining and instruction in 
agriculture and normal training. By October, a. little 
more than four years after the passage of the law, t\~are 
were 915 students doing work of Secondary grade. or 
this total, 185 were girls and 730 were boys. In 1910, 
the total secondary enrollment reached 3,083 for thirty-
eight secondary schools. Since th at time the growth or 
secondary schools has been steady. At the end of the 
school year 1918-19, tbere were fifty secondary schools 
of which forty-six were Prouincial high schools :md the 
rest included the Philippine normal School, School of' 
Arts, and Trades, Central Luzon Agricultural School, the 
lie.utice.l School and the Philippine School of Commerce. 
Course of Study 
The regular high school course ce :v.:ers n period of 
four years. The general course leading to the University 
was offered in nearly all Provincial high schools. The 
o.ourse wus purely academic. Later commerce,. and two-
year Domestic Science course were offered in some 
Commercial High Schools. 
The PhilipEine Normal School 
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It is located in Manila and is wholly supported 
by the Insular Government. It was established in 
January 21, 1901 for those prep~ring themselves for eer-
tnin professions and for those preparing themselves for 
College or University entrance. In 1908 it laid 
emphasis on the training of teachers. The present courses 
are: 
( a) A four year industrial, oourse .• 
(b) A f'our year academic <l01trse. 
(c} A year domestic science course. 
(d) A two year physical education course •. 
(e) A special course for super~~sing teachers. 
T11e work or the Philippine NDDmal School in supplying 
teachers has been excellent. From 1906 to 1919, it has 
sent out 1012 graduates, mapy of whom are now among the 
leadinr, teachers in the Philippines. 
Other Normal Schools have been already opened in 
Laoag, Cebu, Iloido, Za.mboanga and in Pangasinan. .They
o.re mostly organized on the same plan as the Philippine 
Uormal School. 
S2. 
3. Administration of Public Schools 
The present school system took its form in 1903 
and 1904. It is under the Bureau of Education in the 
Department of Public Instruction, of which the Vice-
Governor General of the Philippines is the Secretary. Ho 
is also a member oi' the Executive Cabinot. Re merely over-
sees the general policies of' the Bureau or Education in 
so far as they r•elate to existing laws. 
The Bureau of Education is controlled by the 
Direct >r of ·Educati(;m. who !s reppons1.ble ror 1 ts conduot. 
Serving with him and subject to !.).is control are nn 
Assistant Director and a second Assistant Director, The 
Direator has immediate charge of .the General Office which 
has the following divisions; records, accounting., build-
ingft, property,. adadomio, industrial nnd publication. 
Ea.ch has a chief who is directly responsible for its worlt. 
The islandn ars now organized into 49 school 
11
divisions co:cresponding each to a province, except 
the city of Manila, and four Insular Schools whie11 are tl1e 
Philippine Normal School, The Philippine School·or Arts 
and Trades, ~e Philippi~e-Nautical School, arid the Central 
Luzon Agricultural School, each of which is considered a 
distinct division. A division is under a Superintendent 
of Schools who is responsible to.the Director of.Education 
ror all scho·o1 work there. J:\.ssisting him is an Industrial 
supervisor with his corps of travel~ng industrial teachers; 
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an Aoa.di01tt~ Supervisor who has corps of traveling 
model teachers to help hirn., and in some divisions 
thero nra Heal th Supervisors. l~ach di v1sbn is sub-
divided into municipal and barrios each under the ... 
charge of a supervising teacher, who represents the 
Division l)uporintendent and is responsible for the 
proper conduct of schools in his district. A district 
has its central school which usually g;ves the complete 
elementary courses, grades I to VII and from eight to 
twenty-three or mer~ barrio school&. The central 
nnd barrio schools have their own principals and teachers. 
The Provincial l11gh school located in the ~ro-
v1noial Capital is under the Division Superintendent of 
Schools. Its principal deals directly }11th him. · The 
ea.me is true as to the principals of Farm Schools and 
Provincial Trade Schools .. 
Thus we see that the School System in the 
Philippines hns both the democratic control of the 
American system and the centralized authority of the 
Prussian and the French. Perhpps rt6 educational officer 
anywhere possesses delegated powers equal to those of the. 
Director or Edu.cation in the Philippines. He. has absolute 
authority, o.nd co~plete control over the en~ire system. 
However, the Superintendent and teachers.enjoy much 
greater participation in e_ducational affairs than in many 
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other systems. "New policies are rarely if ever 
determined upon without the ~ullest consul tut1on with 
superintendents and teachers, snd generally only after 
they have been thorouehly considered at convention and 
conf erenoe." '11he whole a;-rs tem. 1s di voroed en tiroly 
from politics and all promotions in the Bureau Are 
wholly based on the merits of each member. 
'J.lhe Evolution of the s:yate!!! 
It must be understood tho.t tr,.e earl? eduontion-
al experts during the American Occupation had studied the 
conditions of the Archipelago. Upon their studios was 
based their prograr, which v1a.s subsequently chunged nnd
developed as the years passed to meet the oha.ng1ng con-
ditions and needs of the people. The early system was 
benefited by the results and experiences of the Spanish 
edu.catior4b.l, system. Then the psychology, the needs o.nd 
desires of' the Filipino people were studied. Economic, 
socdal and educational surveys were made to asccrt&.in 
the needs of the people. Original educational experi-
ments were made~ '.I'lmough these processes, n a system 
evolved that was not only an embodiment of souncl educr.tion-
al practice but peculiarly adapted to the Filipinos." 
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The Philippine Public Schools are closely related to 
the J\lnoricun School System in several ways. The first 
stage was patterned under the American Systen1. However, 
the acndemic work is the only traditional feature of the 
ourrioulu now. The Bureau of Education, included. Industria 
work as a part of the program. In the third phase of its 
development, physical education became a part of the course, 
and last or o.11, the social aspect was introduced. The 
function of the Director of Eduoat1cn is to keep the 1:Jalanoe 
or eaoh in the schools so that none should be more emphasiz-
ed ut the expense of the others. 
4. University of the. Philippines 
The University of the Philippines is the OJ?.lY 
govornmentnl institution of higher education in the Is-
lo.ndn. lt is the ttste.te university" and is located in 
Mnnila with branches in Viga.n and· Cebu. It was founded 
by an Act of the Philippine Legislature in 1908 "to pro-
vide advanced instruction in literature, philosophy, the 
science of art, and to give professional and technical 
tra1n1ne;." At prosent, the University has the following 
schools and college: ( 1) Liberal Arts, (2) Sciences, (3Q', 
Zduoation, (4) ?,ledicine and Surgery, (5) Dentistry, 
(6) Pharmacy, (7) iigriculture, (8) Veterinary Medicine, 
(9) Engineering, (10) Law, (11) F'orestry, (12) Tutusic and 
Fine Arts. 
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rrhe Uni versi t~l of tl:e fhilippi:non is ndr:li:1istor-
ed by ei. Board of Regents p1~ovidod f0r in tho lcw: rou.ndine 
tLe University. The Bo.:..rd consists of t1:c ~~ecrcttu ... ~; of 
Public Instruction, t.he Secretary of t'he Ir1terun•, t110 Chair-
!~.i.en of the Comrni ttee of Fublic Ins true tion cf the rouso of 
Representatives v.nd or the Sen.ate., the Director of Education, 
the Pres id e11t. oi' tbe Uni vers it:/> one mmnber of' tho Uni vors:1t y 
council, an i-~ltmmus of the University und three uddi tionnl 
members; appointed by the Governor-Gener· i1l by u.nc.l \71 t.h tho
consent of the t;ena.te. The body of r•egents mannr.os the 
finances of the University, esto.blinheo col 1ogoo nn<l sc110ols 
authorized by lav, ~ confers degrees, nppoints instructors, 
determines rfm'ks and approves cur11 iculu. 
5. P1"j_vB.te Schools 
Private schools are distinguished f1 ... om t1~e 0overn-
1:1Emt supported schools or pnbllc schools. f.;ome muinti11n
primary, intermediate, seeondnry or college courses. Others 
offer p1"lofessiono.l £tnd technical courses. ;.:any of t.hem
e.re in Manila but .. they are also found in many sectiona or 
the Archipelago. Up to 1910 there hns not been a syate:c1 
of.government supervision o.v::r them .. But in that year the 
Secretary of :Public Instructio'n_ offered government. 
recognition to schools which met the requirements establish-
ed by the Bureau of Education. Gradually the private schools 
have been standardized. English l1:mgut:1ge became the 
medium or instruction. It has become also the business 
language or the private schools. 
A Private School Office was permanently organ-
~7. 
ized under the direction of tr1e Secretary of Public In-
struction. An act of the Philippine Legislature (1917) 
11 ma.de the inspection and recognition of private sohools 
obligatory and detailed the Secretary of Publi~ Instruction 
to maintain a ~oneral standard of efficiency in ~11.pri•. 
vata schools and colleges of the PJ:iilippines. tt 
The most important private so'.hools are the 
University of Santo Tomas vrhich has. been founded in 1611, 
the Silliman Institute which is supported by the 
Presbyterian Board of F'oreign · Mission in America:, the 
Centro Esoolar de Senoritas which is the largest girl~' 
school in 'Manila, the law schools, among which are the 
Philippine Law School and the 'fla ti on.al Law School. · . Besides 
these, there are· ma.py Catholic schools among which are 
Snn ,Tuan de Letran, i1teneo de Manila, La. Salle College 
and --~asumption College. There a.re more other colleges .. 
In 1920 there were ~00 aoc~edited private ochools 
enrolling 38,544 students with a teaching staff of 1600. 
Among these w~re 157 private schools, 90 Intermediate, 
35 high schools and 18 colleges. 
duu.gl~.ters or rich fmn:tlic!:, \1!ero ndrr1itto<l to collt~r:on 
origi:rnl1y intended for ~~panis!·t duurhtei-•c. t1:my or 
pl face among ,yor-~cn 1n t11 c t'>rion t. [>inco t1, n 1\mor:J.c nn s 
cm:;e to the PJd.lippines, a great chnnce opened to tl·01;1. 
'11he~; notonly r(ceived academic education but t:10;.~ \'loro 
tra:l.ned to become good b.ousekoepers and ho~10me.kern. 
1Ihey boce:~~10 social a.n.d c.i·,.dc leaders. Atl"'loticn 'hns 
made t1"1em stronger in bod;J anr1 in mind. They 11r·.vo 
entered all kinds of occupntiom1; and today 1~wny of 
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them are teatfriers, gov·ermnent emplo~roes, cle:,ks, o teno-
gr aphers, heads of depurtmcmts, nurses, low~rors, doc tors 
a.:.1d pharmacists. 
'7. Study in Foreign Cou.."1tries 
In 190!3 the H1ilippine Goverr;.!nent sent students 
to the United States to 1n.,epa.re tbermJel vr·s for advanced 
been 
study. Ever since then, the government hrn/sonding 
stude!lts to the United Sm.tcs ·to spec.inli . .1:l in a certain 
course un.til t·\10 .yea.1.,s ago when the government cut off 
the appropriation for government students abroad. 
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However, rich families send theil'. sons to complete their 
education in the United States a.:nd in 1~urope just ns the 
Americnns nnct the Englishmen in t1"e savent.eontb and eightea1 th 
• I , "-' 
ccnturic)s sent their sons to Europe to complete their. 
educo.tion. Other ambitious young students come to the 
United States nnd make their own way in school. Some of 
thorn ore not e\Ten high school gr-adua tes. Some · im ti tutions 
in the Philippines also send schola.r)s to this country and 
'rhere seelils to be no exact information as to ·the 
r.iumbo1" of s tud.ents, F'ilipinos, abroad. But in the United 
States there ho.ve boen several attempts to find the num•. 
bar of studonta attendine; t~l1e diffe1"ent colleges and 
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universities. There seems to be in the United States 
thousand 
rrom .fifty-si....J to . one hundred thousnnd Filipinos; but 
only a. f'ew of those are full time students. Most of ·them 
are partly lElborers and partly students wh~ oame in great 
nttriibera to the United States through Hawe.ii. Most of 
thooe laborers o.re round in Ylashi:hgton Sta:te, California, 
nnd Alaska. Among these the estimnted number of students 
varies from one thousand to five thousand. Tl'ie dif'ficutly 
of rindine the tictual number of Filipino students enrolled 
in 'tho different universities of the United States lies 
in the answer to· the question, 0 v1ho are the students, 
S0::1e reports include those who although not actually 
enrolled in school, contemplate enrolling at some future 
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time when the opportunity arises to do so. Some class 
as students only those who are actually enrolled. Still 
others include those who. have already finished tl1eit~ 
college work and are not attending school but are yet in 
the United States. However, there have boen reported by
the Registrars to the office of t1··e "Committee on 
Friendly Relations Among Foregn Students,n 905 Filipino 
students this school yea1" 1930-31 in the different 
colleges and universities of the United States or whioh 
·rorty a.re girls. The above figure· does not included 
Filipino students enrolled .in the d.if.reront high schools 
in the country. If' they were included, there would be 
approximately 1,500 Filipino stuu.euts in all.the schools 
enrolled in the United States this year. 
:!.'he number of l~ilipino students in the United 
S ta.tes has a tendency to increase, al though the Philippine 
Government discourages undergraduates from coming. For 
many years now American Universities and Colleges have 
been graduating Filipino scholars who are at present mak-
ing ~ood names for their Alma 1,1a.ter and for their country. 
'Many of them hold responsible positions in every branch 
of the Philippine Government. Many are educators, la.wyors, 
business men, politicians, doctors, and farmers. An out-
standing example of the product of an American University 
is Eonorable Camilo Osias, Filipino Resident Commissioner 
to Washington D. C ., who vvas a graduate of Col t'h"11bia. Others 
who made distinctions in scbolarship while in the United 
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s tnton ~ro Dean Hormer:~eg:!.1do Reyes of the Co11ee(~ of 
~.nginoering, Uui ve:rs 1 ty or the Philippines; Manual 
Carreon oi' tha Bul"eo.u or Eduoa. tion; Flo1"entino C n-;tco, 
noa,.etant city superint;endant of schools; Carlos P. 
Ronulo., ed1 to:r of n Mt:uiila ne.ily 1Tibune; 11 D.r.". VidcJ. A. 
Ton, hond or Mathematica, University of the f·'hilippinas;· 
So tho P111pinos- w'ho GO a.hr·or~d to rur·ther their 
education a.rid to specialize in some subject, go ba.ok 
o.nd got hig;h pos:ltio~s in their respective fields, and 
of course• lik<, tho students irl the Spanish ·time 'iUho
wont ·to l~uropo, they later ·ooo,:,me leaders i1'l social, 
political, eoonom1o. and educational 1111es. T:eavel, 
contact rdth cliffei")ent peoples and c1'1"i1izatlo1·rn and·
further atud:;;r 011lighten these students and viher1 tl!.ey 
r•etU1111 to tl1e rtlilippinon, thore is a correapond.:l:qt 
1r~Pl"OVO'ncmt of their sooin1 ste.:mline. 'l"hose ~1'-10 have 
come to tbe United Sto.to.s and lJ.9.~;,~ stayed a quit;e long 
t1mo are requ1;.~od to te o.ch hngliEth becau.se they have 
mingled wit11 lmglish speaking people and a.re fe.r better 
eoholnrs 1n tho E..'rle11sh le .. ngu.t.1ge.
b. F~e.l~M .. on~~ip of T]u"ee La.11S)1a~ in the
School9. ---
\'Ji th the change f'ron t}.1{~ si:mnis1-. t;o the American 
Educational System of gducation there was also a 
change in the rnedium of instruction. English is now 
taught in all public schools in the Philippines. Ex-
cept in high schools and colleges, the Spanish 
language is taught as an optional foreign language. 
Spanish mostly was taught in all Catholic schools before 
the government 1 ... ecognized them, but as soon as the 
governmcn·t a.coeptod them. in 1910 a.s a part of the odu-
ca tional system the English la.ngunge beo.ame t.ho ~i1edium 
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of instruction and the orriciul lro.1r.;uage of correspondenoa. 
The writer renembers when it was punishable to speak in 
a. local dialect in school and upon the school promises. 
He also rem~nfoers when reading and language in tl10 
elementary and even the high school were tJ.1e most important 
subjects in the course. E ~erything said or done in 
the schools today is ce.rriet on in English. Tho local 
dialects l1ave never been taught in the public oohools. 
There was, however, at one time a movement to put one 
of the local dialects in the school ourrioulu. This will 
be later discussed in "The Looe.1 Dialects." 
B. Linguistic Results in Relation to Dialects and~Snanish 
Since 1900 when English beoame the medium of 
instruction in schools, the use of it has been prevalent 
among_the younger people in aocl.al and other relations 
between persons who use diffe1"ent local dial ea ts. It, 
was e. source or pride to.know a. little English. A 
knowledge of :gnglish increased social prestige. Men or 
women who knew how to speak English became teachers end 
leaders in the community. On the· other hand, Spanish 
was used in diminishing degree in a.ffai~s or government, 
ton granter extent in trade, and ia yet fnshionable in 
sooi~l circles in the largei .. cities among the more 
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wealthy element of the population. 
'rhe i ritroduotion (?f English led to some temporary 
inoonveniancos and tended to strain the relationships 
bet\veen governr.1ent and people. Practically a.11 of the
judges, courts officers, municipal and provincial officials 
spoke Spanish ,trJ.d held debates, hearings and interviews 
in that languuge. But Spanish was not taught in schools, 
nnd young people who graduated in English schools could 
not use the Spanish language if they took government 
positions. So ~n August !t 1901, the fl1:il1p~ine Commission 
provided that·e.fte~ January 1, 1906, English should be. 
theo~flf!cial language of the court. This period was 
reneatedlv extended until 1912 and afte~Nard voted ... .. 
I 
in 1928, England became with Spanish the official 
languo.ge of the court until 19'10. 
notwithstanding schools and statistics, the 
languuge or the masses is still the original· native tongue. 
The newspaper with the largest circulation is printed in 
Tagalog, which is the la_'tlguaee of the streets n.nd the 
markets, It is not hovrnver., taught in school; 1 t is 
what the children learn at hom.e. It is ho.rd to chrmr,e
the l{mguage of a household. Fifty years or strict 
regulation could not induce the l1lse.tians to adopt tho 
ln.nguage they did not like. A great m.unber of yonrs or 
English occupation did not change the languac;e of (:uobec. 
Since 1903 the Bureau of Education has sought to havo un
attendance of 400 1 000 children in the primHry ac'hools 
to be maintained th:r•m1g11 u period of ten ::,~o nPs in ordor 
to obliterate illi te!•e.cy among the Filipinos; nnd 1 t 
seems p11 obable tha,t tho coming genarntions will bo o.ble 
to speak, t•ea.d, and Wl:'i te English with a fair def,l'ElO of 
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accuracy. 
3. Literary Results 
The American occupation gave stimulus to the 
native literature and to the spirit of nationality. The 
increase in ~ilipino periodicals since 1902 hns been 
notable. Formerly the printing press ~as confined to 
:·::anila and the provinces. The ablest periodic al was 
nEl Renacimienton a r:IB..L""lila daily printed in Spanish, 
with a Tagalog edition called "Ang Mulig Pasilang," 
(Rebirth). .It had also an English edition illustrating 
15 the important entry of English and the passing of Spa.~ish. 
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TlHJ lifa::ra.ry movement. wns n·ot confined to 
periodic a.ls and newspapers.. Since it was tlie tendency 
of tho pooplo to collect e.nd rev~ri te the former \11orks 
of oomputriots, the poem "li'~orante" was published in 
Tngnloc;. It was tho work of flrancisco Ba.lag-.tas, a. 
F'i11pino ve11 s1f'1or of the first half of the nineteenth 
century. A Tnc;a.log version of Schiller's n·w1111am Tell" 
transln ted by tTose nizal while in Germany was also publish• 
ed. Novels were also published in Tagalog, e.mong them 
1.o"Pinae;lthuu.n" by Paustino Agu:llar. 
4. ~ocietY; 
The first obje)ct of the Atnf3rican System of 
:P.ducn.t1on in the Philippines waB to make the Filipinos 
o.n English-sponlcing people,. and to build up strength of 
cl1nrncter. '1orever, the l?ilipinot s ideal of education 
is one \'7hich fits him to be a. gentleman among his people. 
In Spanish times they developed a social inferiority com• 
plex. In those days Filipino young peo~le were mostly 
burofooted, but with the cor.iing or the Amerio ans, "the 
youths wear immaculate. w~ite, high collars, and. faultless. 
neckties, with shoes or patent leather, well oiled ~air." 
They imbibed democratic doctrine. The result of the 
spo...liish education was to make educated Filipinos feel too 
good to work. \':'hen the Americans arrived, they found the 
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educated Filipinos despising honest lubor. "Many of 
those w110 had managed to secure professional oduontion 
did not practise their p11 ofession but proforro(l to live 
at ease. ft There were doctors who made no pr0te:1.se of 
tending the siclr and lawyers who had s tud.ied simply for 
tbc s tit11di::·1g which the title would rive them. Thus 
education during the Bpan1sh time was simply cu:ttural and 
not professional. 
The Philippine Bureau of Educution-hfls brought
about a change in public sentiment. · It sa.tisf'ies the 
l.?.ctual needs of the people in the school. It introduced 
indust1"ial ooursea for bo~:s and girls. It introduced 
athletics in schools. . .:\s a result, the "cockpi to" pre-
valent dur:lng the Spa.nish time are nee;lectod. '.l:hus enmo 
a change in the moral and social views of the peoplo. 
6"7 ....
Chapter III 
The Present Situation (1931) 
A. As to Spunish 
1. Educational 
It has already been stated that Spanish showed 
a remarkable degree of decline even before the American 
occupation. This began with its complete overthrow by 
English as the meditun of instruction in public schools. 
It continued however, to be taught irt Catholic privat·e 
schools., until they hnve become recognized by the govern-
mont as a. part of the Educational System. Than all had 
to fulfill the standards set by the Sureau of Education, 
among which is tbe use of English as the medium of class 
.instruction. Again,English now is the language of all 
official correspondence. Spanish, however, is yet 
taught 1n private and public schools as optional and as 
n foreign language just as German and French are taught 
in colleges. 
A. Linggistic 
Spanish at the present time is· scarcely heard 
except among older persons. Engl~sh is only thirty yea.rs 
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old in the Philippines and many persons educated in the 
earlier Spanish schools a.re still living oncl holding 
positions in the government. 'l"he pressure of the oldor 
generation a.nd the educational condition of t1~e populution 
keeps the Spanish language in use in official circles o.t 
present. By an act of.the Philippine Legisla.turo in 1928, 
· the Spanish language is to continue vri th Enelish as tho 
language of the courts of jus tine until 1940. l·~ppo.rently 
after that time there will be no officinl use for it nt 
all. English has superseded it in schools, is gradually 
displacing it in government and to a greater extent in 
trade relations. Some members trained in Spanish sohoola 
still speak Spanish in the Philippine Legisluture. The 
younger generation spealc the English lo.nguogo in which 
they are educated. Spa11ish will yet linger for a wh11o. 
It will continue as the household language or the Spanish 
element of the population, which is small and is mostly 
found in larger cities of' the ,\rchipelogo. Besides, thoro 
seems to be a conservative element a.rnong tn e younger 
people thnt.keeps and cherishes whatever is Spanish. 
After a long association with the Spanish people, it is 
very hard to forget and abandon what see~s to the people's 
inheritance. It appea.1,s now that with many, it is a 
source of pride to speak Spanish much more so because it 
is not offered in public schools. English is so connnon 
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it 
umons the yoW1ger people_, that/is very rare. to find one 
who oim really spenlc Spanish well. Spanish is far from 
b:..'ing a medium of communication in the islsnds at present, 
yet tho Spanish speaking people in the Philippines still 
see:n to belit:,ve that it will eventually dominate.. In a.' 
disouss~on us to whether English or Spanish will in the 
future dominnte in the islandc, Antonio Medrano, a 
Spaniard pointed out, by statistics tho.t Spanish is more 
generally used in the Philippines than an.y ot'her speech. 
no a tressed nlso 1 ts cul turr1l influence. Al though, Spanish 
is the principal ·vehicle of earlier literary culture, 
Lloyd Ba:r1. i '1fthrun, 1.1::.::i. ..:.l~lerican ~ says· in opposition to -I '
Medrano, that .English is more commonly used among :.the 
people. ne shows tho.t if there are fow Filipino authors 
in English, 1 t is _chiefly. because tl.i.e older generation ; 
l 
is still more conversant with Spanish. 11he desire of 
the Spanish-speaking peopl~s of the Metv World to Pl"esave · 
their language in the Philippines was expr.e;~sed in their 
appeal sent to President Harding w11en a statut~ enacted 
in ·Jnshington provided that all official docuraents in 
the Philippines be writt~n in l!;nglish. 
'3. Literary 
As long as there are Spanish speaking people in 
the Philippines there will always,be also a Spanish news-
paper; n situation not uncommon in other countries where 
there are many different elements of the popult~tion. 
~ 
In Chicago, for example, we find different periodiools 
for the different racial groups. Some Philippine 
periodicals· that formerly had a. Spanish section retain 
that feature to this day. "The Ph111ppino Free Pross" 
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is half Spanish and half English. Of the 114 periodioals 
published in the Philippines reported bythe census of 
1918, twenty-seven are in Spanish, though these are round 
only in the la.:I'ger cities. Compared with the average 
circulation of the dailies in 1925~ Spanish doilies 
topped the list. In tbat year,. t.hey had 36,077 oopies 
circulated which vfl1ich was 5,000 more than in 1924. At 
thepresent, the circulation is probably theea.me, probn-
.
bly less for the younger people have no use for Spanish 
newspapers. 
In other literary fields, the older people 
especialy those of the Spanish descent, write in Spanish. 
Theodoro M. Ka.lao writes in Spanish his memorable works 
in history and government. Pardo de Tavera who died 
very recently, considered the greatest Filipino soholor, 
wrote in Spanish. He a.'rld Claro Recto were honored bythe 
Royal Academy in Madrid. Among the greatest poets in 
Spanish are Balmori and· Bernabe whose works are very 
, popular in Manila. Among ~~  younger people, there seems 
to be no one who writes in Spanish. 
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4. Social 
A knowledge of Spanish at the present J
especially when one speaks it we11,·g1ves him a certain 
social standing among his group. The fact that one 
oan speak two languages, one Spanish, a.ssures one:a high 
social standing in the Spanish community. This soe1a.l 
pr1v110BO is only limited to a few. The bulk of the 
population know practically nothing of Spanish. Spanish 
is used mostly by the wealthy element of the·popula.tion 
in its social relationship in the. lai~ger cities. 
B. As to Local Dialects 
1. Educational 
An interesting by-product of the campaign for 
Philippine Independence is the movement recently begun 
by Filipino politicians to teach all adults on the is-
lands how to read a.nd write. The plan is to reach three 
millions within five years and the method.is tha.t each 
literate Filipino is to undertake to teach at least one 
illiterate each year. tnstruotion is to be in the local 
3
dialects. Local dialects are never taught in public 
schools; the children lee.rn them at home. 
2. Linguistic 
The Philippine linguistic situation is unique 
in two aspects. First is the presence or mapy dialects. 
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Second , there seems no irmnedia.te prospect that a.ny I 
of the local dialects vrill becer.1e supreme or dr:5."'le ~ut the 
other dialects. The language of Manile. which is the 
. ' 
Tagalog does not seem to bocome the literury speech of the 
'
Philippines· us-the speech of London and Paris bec,nmo
supreme in England and France. 11111s language problem 
overshadows a.11 otber problems in the Philippin.e Education-
al System. The census of 1918, recognizes six largo 
linguistic groups; .the Tagalog, the Vis11ynn, Ilooo.no, 
Bi col, Pampanga-, and the Mohrumnedan. The ame.lles t in-
cludes more than 339,000 people, the largest 1,850,000. 
Scientists define forty-three distinct lineuistic groups 
and eighty-seven dialects. 
Plan for Combining into a National Languaee 
Since 1903, there has been n study of tho 
feasibility of fusing the native dialects into one common 
tongue. During the Amerioa.n oocupotion, some pooplo or 
the United States, criticised those. r~rnerioans in the 
Philippines who wanted to supplant what would become a 
5
national and characteristic speech. 
According to the report of the sui~vey of tre 
Philippines in 1925, a society has been founded for the 
purpose of making Tagalog the national language. In 
Manila e·fforts are constantly ma.de in -the Philippine 
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Legislature to make Tagalog the official language of the 
Philippines. A bill prepared by Representatb.re Arsenio 
Bonifacio would make compulsory the teaching of a course 
6
in Tagaloe in all public schools in the islands.. Tpat 
u. I•'ilipino dialect should be me.de the national or official 
language o~ the Philippines w~s urged in 1929, by the 
Oomnittee on Filipino National Language or which 
'7 
C. M. Reyes was chairman. 
There are many reasons v1hy 'l'agalog ~hould be. the 
na.t1o~al language. All t;he dialeo.ts in the Philippines 
nro of the Malay stock:. They h~ve oommon grarm?latical 
structure and sentence oonsfruction. The uses of affixes 
nnd suffixes \Vhioh give the speech its oharo.o ter are the 
sume. They have many a hundred words in common. 
":n thout the a.id of linrn, and academies, Tagalog 
seems to be gaini11g in importance and presti,ge as a 
le.ngunee that all the people of these isle11ds may one day
8
cull national." "Talib a'! in Tagalog J?as the largest 
daily circulation, Spanish and Eng_li'sh. are already 
waging a contest for aupremacy. On behalf of' Tagalog it: 
is argued that it ·1s one of the main root languages of 
the islands. A knowledge of Tagalog will always carry oue 
far on a trip around the Archipelago. This is also true 
of Ilocano. General t;cintyre said, " A Tagabg from the 
vicinity of Jdanila could go to the Visayan Islands where 
the language is quite distinct from his own and he could. 
acquilie the Vis ayan language in quite a short time." 9 
sonie
It is argued by/Filipinos that none othor 
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than the native language should be mnde the nc.tiona.l 
substitute nn a.lion speech 
language of the Filipinos because ·to/ , strikes nt
the root and foundation or Pilipino nationalism. 
As long as we spealt a. f oro1gn tongue 
one cannot but feol and remain more 
or less foreign in thought and ides.lo 
more or loss subordinate to o.nd in-
fluenced by, spiritually or otherwise, 
the foreign people whose tongue we 
chose to speak, or perbaps are proud 
to speak, all statement! to the con-
tra.r:r notwithstanding. 0 
The Tagalog or any dialect vrJ1en selected as the nat;ion-
al language will not be impractical. "If by impro.ctioal 
is meant inconvenient, suggestive of' 'hardships and 
exposed uncertainities, to say the lea.st, we might oe 
11 
well give up our a'l'llbitions about Independenc~)." 
The ~eason that 'I'agalog is not sufficiently cultivated 
and that few books have been publisbed in it, is t1H1t it 
has not been adopted as a national languac.;e, and has not 
any~strong indication thut it will be adopted such, be-
cause no body has thought.·it wor·thwhile to use it os a 
illbd~~ of expression in the publication of cultural and 
technical, the essential conditions for language cultiv-
ation. The adoption of Tagalog will raise its status 
and dignity and give tremendous impetus to its study, not 
merely to read and write but to use it as a med1tun for 
literary and scientific production. Cultural'ond technical 
books in foreign languages could be translated, and much 
time will be lost in this necessary adjustment, but 
it is only a transient evil which in the long run \Vill 
ba ovoroome. Greater unity will be accomplished by
adopting one of the native dialects instead of engender-
ing regional jealousies as man~ suppose. 
· Perpetuating a foreig11 language to . 
unite the people th1"ough i ta in-
strumentality is an admission of our 
incapacity for c.n independent united 
nationn.l existence. Expressing our-
selves in our native tongue will con-
stantly remind us of. a national 
individuality to preserve, to assert, 
uni'.! .r:t.r;ht for. Make t,he I.<"ilipino feel 
that his language stands for his inter-
. national indi vidua.li ty and 1 t will worlr 
wonders because 1 t will have acquired 
o. new meaning to h.ini that it had nev:::.r 
had before. 12 
In mnny eountr.fes where there are many.languages, the 
of.ficial lanBUa.ee is usually native to one or the main 
racinl groups. Such a precedent could be followed in 
the Philippines u.nd if Tagalog or any of the local 
dialects is unimportant, it is because of its inertia, 
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of the lack of will to tackle the large problem or 
developing a native tongue, and of moral courage to under-
go difficulties. 
Eiffioulties to be Met 
A fusion of the dialects does not yet exist. 
There has been a move:nent 1n this direction, yet there 
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seems to be no tendency toward special activity. If 
such a language were crea.tod, it would be nn artificial 
product, much more difficult to use in tho schools than 
is English., !'or E1~glish is o. living la.nguur;o and tho ono 
in most general use throughout the world. It is argued 
that no successful lo.nguo.ge has ever been oroat;ecl by
such a process. Something may be e.ccomplishod in time 
but if so,several generations mn.y elapse before u 
lang-a.ge can be produced, A new common J.anguu.c;e cnn 
grow up but alowly as" a product· of the social, economic, 
and poli tioal life of the people." With tl~e fusion of' 
these forces, a. common language may develop which tho 
13 
schools then could use. 
Notwithstunding the fo.ct that it is ensy 1;0 
learn the dialects, es.ch maintained its distinctive 
character for 350 years of Spanish rule, des pi ta the 
mixture of the people and their conm10n religion. Thero
:J.s still· no indication of fusion and this seems quite 
puzzling to a student of language. The fact is thnt when 
people of one dialect speak to those of another dialect, 
they speak tbe English lan13uage. 
There exists bi none of the local dialects any 
great amount of collateral literature. In none of the 
dialects is there a sufficient amount of teachable 
material.to form the basis of a school program. To pro-
vide a sufficient amount for the primary grade would 
?7. 
perhnps be possible in a .few years, yet there wpuld · 
still be wanting the great· amount of'··supplementary 
material from which the child should get most of his 
oduoation. It is argued that the use or the dialects 
"would doom the chilJ. to a narrow environment whioh·in 
. 14 · 
most oo.ses would restrict bis thoue-)1.t and life. n 
Boo ides nll th~se reuso11s, people say that the r.ragalog 
lo.ngunr;o has meager oul tural material and lacks u world 
wide oontnot. So 1.n view of the difficulties of teacher 
trn1.n1ng, to.xt book preparation, creation of cultural . 
matorinl, organization of supplementary materials and many 
rolnted problems, tl1e administration of' a sys·tem of 
aohools or many <lialec~s would be complicated. The cost 
or such a s:,1 a tern would be much greater tha...'11 tho. t of the 
present. The efficiency of the present system which has 
resulted from a highly centralized administration would· 
bo quite impossible. It is also argued that the intro-
duction of dialects as the language of instruction would 
be n dividing influence which acc~rding to the Filipinos 
is undesirable. 
The use of the dialects wolld re:strict a pupil 
of the schools to the region of his own dialect. 1'he 
children would be shut off f'ro·n the thought world as 
~ell as the economic, political and social world. Be-
sides all these, the pupils' extra local interqourse 
and the present transfer of teachers from one pHrt of the 
...,,-. , . .
isl ands to another, w·oulcf be stopped; and thus 
opportunity for advancement tmd rof obtaining exporienoe 
would be gr~atly restricted. 
Comparison with .Other Coru1tries. 
no other country has such nn educnt1onal 
linguistic problem as the Philippine Islru1ds. Va1"ious 
European countries face tne problem of. oduoa.tine their 
1 
peoples in two or more languages ei t}rnr oolloctivoly 
.. or in specialized groups. Swi tzerlnnd, Bolgium, the 
component pHrts of the former .A-qstrian Empire, enoh
·has a school system which teaches different sections or 
the population in different languages. But t.},ese nre t'·e 
languages hative to· the people. Russia, Germany, Poland, 
ttaly compel or have compelled tbe education of lm,ge 
sections of their population in languar,es which were not 
native; but the n·ative toneuos of these people wore 
uniform among tho social groups and possessed a large 
cultural literature an~l backBround., all of which r1ere 
usually maintained through a. priva.t,.- system of scr,.ools 
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or.through home education. Thus the la.nguoge problem 
in the Philippines is _peculiarly large and hnrd to solve. 
;;. ·Literary· 
At present there o.re plenty· of dialectic literary 
productions including novels, dramas, and poems., which 
are not enough for supplementary material were, one of 
the local dialects used a.s.a. medium of instruction in 
schools. The reason that . they iwe not very popular is 
thu t tl1ey a.re rao.d· c~1y in the regions where they are 
produced. Bxoept the 'rage.log novel a, dramas, and poems, 
wh1oh e.re read in r.:unila and the ne.nrbY provinces, other 
11 to1"nry productions of the Pampangan, Vise:ya.n, and the 
Ilooano do·not go b§lyond thair local boundary. Except 
tho worirn of I1·i.lipl::10 authors in English., the: local 
productions s.ro ncYt advertized. Young Fili'pino authors 
write both in the local dialect und in English. zo.ilo M. 
Gulane;, a Filipino novelist writes his wo1"ks in two 
lu.nguagos--the English and the Pampangai1, . Eis works 
in each are equally nUJ"llorous. Among his novels i:n 
Frunpo.ngan are ( 1) Ca·snqui tan a~ Lege.ya, (2) Ing Ca1:a-. 
larnn, (3) Ing Ga~:al ninv:~:!..~.· These deal with ·Plunpan...
gan life, tradition and philosophies. The local pro-
ductions then, a~e for local use. The plays vn1ich are 
t11a products of local genius are of ten staged during 
local celebrations like ~he ,, to'."tn fies ta.,'; "R~zal ts
Dea.th An..."11versary, 0 a.J1d other local functions. '11:he poems, 
which are often amatory and lyrica*,.ars 0£-t~en writ~ten 
for a certain lady and for a certain occasion. These 
poems are by no means small and unimportant, but th~y 
cannot be nationally and popularly known bocauso thay 
a.re written in local dialects. 
At present the local tongues ·ure used in news-
papers and periodicals. The Tagaloe daily "Ta.libo." ho.a 
the largest circulation of a.11 the de.1:lles 1n !'in111ln.
Every town in the Philippines has e.t lc,::.st onE:: local 
nevrspaper printed in 1 ts ovm dinlect. f>omotb10n, the 
local ones have Spanish and English sectio11s. In oth(:r 
cases the newspapers may be wholly in either Spanish or 
English. The most populr~r EngliHh papers r...re ttione
publisb.ed by the public schools. 
According to the "rEo.nila Car11.ival M'ago.zino" 
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of 1930, there were in Manila alone 16 newspa.po-rs nnd 
periodicals in Tagalog: 37 in English, Spanish 12, 
English-Spanish or Spanish-English 19, Chin0so 4,. In 
the provinces there are 14 English, g Spanish, o.nd 45 in 
lG 
t\~:o or more of the local ,dialects. 
4. Social 
The local dialect:., 1~ so fa?"t as it is spo'ken 
1ocally,is used to a. large extent a.t home. Yet it is 
the language of the household despite the use of English 
l~r the (cover.nment and in schools. Men and women who have 
studied in public schools still a peak th~~ dlalt1ot: cf 
their region at home. '.i.'he school teacher r;ho has spent 
most of his life studying the English language still 
spenke to his children ·1n the local dialect at home. 
It is true that in most cases· now, the children of 
those educated in E11glish lea.rn that language from 
tboir parents and· also tn:e local dialects; but beailes
tl-:o strongholU of the local dialect in the· house, it 
is also used in the mcrket and in the street. On the 
,, )-" 
othor hand in public gathering, the Bnglish lm1guage 
is usually spolrnn; o. speaker ir1ould seem ott-t of place 
if he ·were to speak the local dialect. The dialect 
on such· occasions is totally disreearded e..nd seems 11• 
/ P:
11 tere.te. In public ga.ther:11af'ao ,r1heT•e diffa1:,ent g1~oups 
of people are present, the only medium or general 
comm1.mication would be ·English. English in aJ.1' such 
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cases serves as the bond of social union a'lltong ·the people. 
c. As to Eftglish 
1. F.ducational 
The first aim of the present island school system 
was to provide a ~iniryu:m edu.ca t!on for every Ii'ilipil10. 
'rho United States provides only eight years of com."1lon 
school training for ench child and perhaps less·. In the · 
I':1ilip;i:n~~, P.~ tbree year course was finally deci.d~d upon 
at first as the essential ,nhich every .one n1t1i;t ·11a7e to 
share in a democr·atic self-government. In 1908., attendance 
wa.s increased and the common school course v;as lengthened 
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to four yea.rs. At the end of this course a certificate 
entitles pupils to admission to the ElementtU'Y school, 
a. cou:r:::la or only tl"l.ree years. It is a matter of interest 
that Filipinos studying in a foreign ton6Ue complete 
the elementary- worl<: in seven years, whereas in ,\merionn 
schools eight years are required. "Th~~ g1•aduatos of 
this seven year Philippine course do just as well in the 
secondary grades a.s the graauates of eight years course." 
In the Philippines as in America, tha stundnrda 
in education are continually rising. In 1900, tho 
Filipino who could read well was an outstanding figure 
111 to'.Y:i• In 1905,. he had to be a third grade graduo.te to 
be educated. In 1908, an education implied completion 
of a. four year course s.nd a year or two in :Elemento.ry. 
In 1919, high school graduates were very common and the 
Filipino who wanted intellectual leadership had to spend 
one or more years in the University. At present graduates 
of the University are common and unless they have fifteen 
hours in education, they are not given a teaching position 
in the public schools. normal school graduf:l,tes o.re very 
common now. 
Educational worlt .,as has already been· stat0d ,has 
been extended to the non-Christian tribes since 1915, and 
in 1914, the attendance in such schools was 3 1 506. In 1914 
alsv, the Depl!rtment of Mindanao and Sulu car.ie under the 
Bureau of Education~ but before that, in 1913, there were 
already fifteen American teacbers and 101 native 
teuchera tea.chine 7,665 Moros. At present., the peace 
and unity prevailing in the Moroland is the direct 
rosult of Filipino control of their government and 
education. Hundreds and hundreds of Christian teaohers 
are in Mindanao edµcnting their less advanced brothers. 
'·
In 1914, the government spent $235,089 for education in 
;:J:7 
Mindnnao alone. · 
The chief criticis~ of the Educational System 
of the Philippines relates to the res.ding materials 
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wh1o11 are foreign to the intelligence, abilities, end 
needs or the Filkipir10 children. rt The books used in 1925 
in the schools are cast from American mo_dels. The 
Philippine editions are only slight modifications of the 
text books used by American children in theqUnit~d States. 
Tho whole course of study refleot.~ Aro~riean culture. The 
rending books should express Filipino ideas, ideals, 
·1s · 
sentiments and attitudes." Despite all these hardships 
and inconveniences, the tests of instruction show that 
Philippine schools are succeeding in certain aspects of 
their work moderately well. In the primary schools the 
pupils developed marked ability to comprehend spoken 
English. "They learn to speak English with sufficient 
clearness to make themRel_ves understood either by Filipinos 
or by Jttnerioans but with an aecent,tonal expression and 
19 
r'pythm tho. t are thoroughly :Malay. fl 
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The program of 1~:nglish education in the Philip-
pines 11as been very rapid in thirty years. 'l'Jrn . populnri ty
of English can be fully srowµ · in the remnrkuble inoronse 
of' the school populntion. According to tho figuros comj)iled 
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?iru_-ach 5., 1928, the number of pupils enrolled in tho public 
schools was 1,111,500. In 1904, the enrollment wns 
227;500. A summary of the totul public school enrollment 
and the percentage of school population onrollo<l in public 
schools can be obtained from the follov1in~ foots: 
Annual enrollment in public schools(f,ept. )1929 1,163,039. 
Total population 12,082,366. 
Percentage or the totnl population enrolled in 
public schools · 9. 63. 
School population 3 ,1 ?9, 5'70. 
Percentage of school population enrolled in. 
public schools 36.58. 
Annual enrollme~t in private schools (only). ,93,618. 
This great increase is owing to the groat desire 
of Filipinos for education and the wise expenditure r.,f 
Insular; Prmzincial, and J.1unicipal approprio.tio?1s for 
public education amounting to $11,99,406.19 in 1926.In 
high schools we have in 1927, 55,156 pupils in 102 public 
high schools with 1.,238 teachers. Out of 1,16:J,039 pupils 
82 percent are· in the first four grades. 12 p(Jrcent are 
in the Intermediate V, VI., Vil, a:1.d 6 percent are in the 
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four grades of high school. According to the report 
this showing is highly comparable with that of the 
United Sta.tns o.lthoug'h in fifteen years, American 
educ a tors hi.we striven to increase the holding power 
or tho school. Compared Yvi th other countries in total 
porcentae;o of the total population enrolled. in public 
schools, the Philippines in 1929 had 9. 63 percent, 
B5. 
while the United states h:::d 27. 2 percent., Japan 8. 4 per-
cent, England and Wales, 3.9 percent, Sweden 1.4 per-
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nont, and Spain 1.1 percent. 
Pro.ctically all elementary school principals, 
ndurly nll hie;h school principals and the Division 
~1upel'•intondents and one of tho two Directors of Educ-
o.tion ore Filipinos. The process of the Pilipinization 
or education has moved so rapidly tho.t in o.11, vie have 
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2'7 ,mss F:l.lipino teachers and 345 Americans in 1929. 
Tho existing laws provide elementary education 
freo for o..11 children between the ages of seven and rour-
toen, Secondary education is given practically free, 
n 1;1oderate tuition is requirecl in some secondary schools 
for partio.l support. Although there is no compulsory 
education in the lnilippines, two children wait to ente~ 
\7here one is now a.cco1:10dated, though the goverr..ment 
gives one peso, one fourth of its revenue to the schools, 
; ... million people have been made literate; 340,00 b.ave 
received intermediate instruction, and 50,000 high school 
instruction; while the private schools are now educating 
one hundred thousand in cou1,ses ~1.pprovcd and super-
vised by the government. The University hns an unclcr-
25 
0raduate enrollment of 5.,000. In 1911-12, tho 
enr1ollmen t was only 1,400 ·1·li t11 a te t 1cb ing st ;.,ff of 79 
but in 1926 the on1-iollment v:as o,4G4 ~.·dth 44 ,\mol"icn:ns 
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and ,119 -Filipino te:i.c~,.ers. 
In Periodicals 
The populori ty of J!!nglish is not confined to 
schools but also exte~a.s to pcn,.iodicals. or tJ1c 11-1 
periodicals published in the l'hilippincs reported by
27 
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the census of 1918., 28 were in :;~nclish. But in 1925 
according to the "Philippine Republic", tho -:.~nclish 
dailies shov1ed great incrense in circulation. so that 
in 1930 there ·uere 37 :Englisb periodicals i:1 ?,~uniln 
alone, and in the provinces there ·,-1ere 14 ptu"ely 
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EnBlish and 18 1~nglish and other local dialect. In 
I'Janila there a1'e t\"10 Filipino editors of Englis:: dailies: 
c. P. Romulo, tho editor of"The Tribune" and B. Garcia, 
the editor of nThe Ferald." "T110 11imes" und "Bulletin" 
are I!.merican crtmed and ed.i ted. Besides these dailies and 
other periodicals, tbere are various school publications. 
During the school year, several secondary schools ,· nd 
colleges publish their o·.m p riodic als in English. 
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Scl1onl authori tios found that such publi cntions help 
r:rcatly in priomoting the nntur&l use of English both 
no a medium of expression und HS tho language in which 
to reu.d no·:rs. Second:.;_ry school papers show o. high 
qun.li t.y of litc;I't~ry effort. 
In Prop~s ed Lu7:s
Tho first net of the Philippine Commission in 
1901 '::ns to mo.kc English tho official language after, 
tTe.nu l"Y 1, 1906. At thitt time, it was not feasible to 
enforce tho act, and lo.tor the use of Spanish was ex-
tended for ~cmy years more. In 1911, Secre~ary Gilbert 
while Ac tine Gar erno1., General, instituted the definite 
nction to avert the extension of Spanish as the language 
of the courts. By his order, 1vhenever possible, the 
r:1:tnutos of the meetincs of the Provincial boards and 
municipal councils rJere kept in English. In maldng 
upro:hnb"len ts or pron1otion, in the service, preferEmce 
~·:us ei ven to pe:t·sons h '.:.vine u sufficient knowledge of the 
Englisr~ lungu::.~ge to enable them to carry on correspondence 
29 
in :·:nglish. 
By the net of tho Pl1ilippine Legislature on 
Februery 11, lr·l3 t~.,e law recognized both English and 
Spc.:nish ns the languages of the courts. 1'his enabled 
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Spanish speaking judges o.nd court officials to continue 
until they should be forced out by the pressure of the 
oncoming tide of English speakers, the younger element 
among the Filipi~os. 
By 1920, almost all provincial boards and 
municipal councils had adopted and used :the English 
. 30 
language with success. An act of the Philippine 
Legislature No.3504 appr~ved December 8., 1928, has 
this provision. 0 The off'icittl languace or the oourts and 
their records shall be English; provided thnt. until 
January 1, 1940, Spanish aba.11 be also an of'ficiul 
language of the courts and tl':eir records." 
Besides these official laws, there J1avo boen 
pronouncements and promises of officials to aid the 
extension of English. Vicente Aldanese, Philippine 
Collector of Customs in 1929, promised strict enforce-
ment of the law requiring the use of English in nll 
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commercial and shipping documents. President 
Quezon in a publio meeting in .... Sur1gao, Mindanao in 1923 
advocated English as a medium of cotm!.'lunication o.nd 
interch.ange of ideas. between uarious sections or the 
Philippines. ;1r. Roxas said at the he:,ring of the
last F'ili13ino Independence Mission in ',th1shington, D.C. 
that it is almost a settled question in the Ph11:t.:rpyp1nes 
-that English shall be the official langua.r;e. Governor 
General Wood stated in his report of 1922, 
The increase in the number of 
people who speak some English has been 
phenomenal. '11here is not a town or re-
mote settlement in the isla..rid.s were one 
does not find children who speak English. 
It is safe to say that the English speak-
ing population among the youth is from 
three to f0l1r times that of the Spa.nish .. 
3 • Liter ar;v 
· ·. 89 •.
The youneer generation who studied in publie 
soh ools write mostly in English. At.. the present not-
withs ta.nding the many local productions in local 
dialects, the literary output in Engli&h.is quite oon-
sideruble. The daily papers in the.Philippines 
are directly responsible for the wide reading of short 
stories in English. . "The TribuneJ' 11 The. Herald, n
"The Bulletin" and "The Timesn have short story sections. 
"Tho Philippine Free Presa:' a. weeklj. publication, has 
been recently conducting contests.for the best short 
story written in English by Filipinos.of Filipino life 
and character. A collection of short stories has been 
edited by Jose Garcia Villa. Tb.ey represent the tale~t 
of the younger people. A yolume nFilipino Peetry in 
English" by Filipinos was collected and published 
from the files of "The Philippine Free Press," and other 
'
Philippine journals ·by Rodolfo Dato ,who said/'It ·is a 
collection of maiden songs of our native bards warbling 
00. 
in borrowed language~ 1rhe full flowing or our poo tic 
art·is not yet co~e; but the fertile fields smiles 
abundant growth and gives promise of a ) :lch ond plenti-
ful harv~"\s t in · a day not far distant." · rh inking of 
Ourselves is the title of a book which represonts the 
mind~ of th<~ Filipino writers. The esat'..~,rs it contains 
are mo«Jtly written in English. 
Among the greatest polibico.l writers of the 
present a.re Maximo Kalao, and among his works nro 
~Case for the Fllipinos, Self Government __ in tho 
Philippines; and T:-·:e !)resent Government of t11e Philippine 
Islands. Some others ure Manuel Quizon whose works nre 
The Filipino Peopl~ and Governor General o.n<.l Filipino 
Cause, and Jose P. Laurel, whose Local Government in 
the·Philipp~nes is a great work. 
A brilliant young critic in the Philip!.>ines is 
P .de la Lle.na whose book, A Book of Comment o.nd Cri tioism 
is an attempt ~t 01~itioal ess9:ys on F1ilipino writers. 
Camilo Osias has written many text books for tho 
elemen.tary school. 
The most widely read writer and the most popular 
n·ove11st·-.of the islands is Zoilo 1!. Galang ,whose 
Child of Sorrow (1921) is the fil-.st English novel ever 
produced by a Filipino; it is a Fbilippine love story 
and a forerunner of a Hew .age. Somo comrµents upon it 
are these: Dr. T. E. Pardo de Tavera,· a prominent 
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Filipino scholar said., "I am very much pleased to say 
' ' 
tb·o.t 1 t is a work which contains a double propaganda•-
n10do1"n principles and the English language." "Th.a 
Philippine Free Press n o.n Amerio an edited weekly magazine 
had this to say: 
'As a pioneer in native English 
literature special attention may th01:ie...: 
fore be accorded A Child of Sorrow,a 
novel in English ••• It is another'."o'ase 
of true loV<;), not running . smooth and. 
through the war·p· and woof of the author's 
w.euv1ng, there is shot a thread of pathos 
o.nd melancholy. The end comes with sad-
ness, relieved by sanctified elation which 
always attends the exhibition of undying 
affection of passion sublimated b7t self-
sacrifioe. 
Galang is also a poet, an essayist,·and a short 
u
story \Vri ter. "The Manila 'l'imes" said of'. hiin~ Tales of 
tha Philippines is the title of his new book. The vol• 
ume contains folklore, narratives and short stories which 
are essentially Filipino in taste and origin. 0 Another. 
' ' "t
writer is Carlos P. Romul, whose Daughers for So.le_~ 
Other Plays depict typical Filipino life. Filipino 
writers in English are fast becoming widely known in 
t110 United States wheres ome of their books are publisheq.. 
In a short tL~e, the l~1ilippines will be flooded. with 
Filipino wo~ks in English. , 
4. Social 
The English language has done a great deal for 
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Filipinos. Quite as Liiportan.t as the devclopn1en t of' 
the minds of the youne;, is the developn,ent of their 
bodies, through. ,~he L,troduction or t.:. th le tic ~umes o.nd 
sports which have !)rr::'·:m·i~ed intorcommunioatlon, c-..nd mutuul 
understandint B.Ip.ong the several Filipino pooplos. In 
many l"egiona, baseball empties the cockpits and nids the 
cause of good order and of morality. Educoting the mnssne
was the direct result of t.i'le tenohing or English in the 
public sohools,. and has lifted the common peoplo to tho 
level of the Filipino politicians who are mootly of mixod 
bloo·d. 'l111e I1lilippine social inberi tnnce did not dove lop 
a sense of the social value of industry. Social graces, 
good manners and religious conforrni ty were tnuc;11t instead. 
The modern public schol">l ... sys t,~m 11 as gi von tJ1 e pao·· le a 
higher apprecif?~tion of the dieni ty of labor •. But us 
previously pointed. out, '"'i[~'er academic t~c..inin~ , (high sohool) 
so popularized "z:l:i.ltecollar 11jobs thn.t the si tuutton con-
23 
stituted a· serious_ menace to the stab:Il.ity of soclot:r. 
Younger people from the COlli"'ltry who have grad.us ted from 
the high school forsake the life of- theil" people a"ld 
develop a contempt for manual labor. They seek intallectue.l 
occupations; they drift to the to\1ns and ci tios n:nd in many 
instances pr•ey upon thcil" mor;e :i.gnorant fella":: countrymen. 
They lose all desire to participate in the basic ooonomic 
activit:Je s of agriculture and industry. They: got no 
satisfaction ft>on handling the· plm1, hw1rne1',. and saw; 
but aeek salaried positions 1n the government~ '£hey 
fool thnt if they enga~e in the manual occupations, 
1·hd.r dieni ty nnd social standing will be· compromfsed. 
Th~Y go to Manila where the pay is insufficient. At 
prese_nt the eduon:ted Filipino to.kes any job he is 
offered. He lrno,·.1 .11 t1"le vnlne of manual labor, yet .many
·.93. 
still seel·· "whi t·e colla.r"POSi tiona. The teaching pro-
fession is still tho most popular position open to him. 
The fact is that there are not e11ouv)1 industrial and
manufacturing occupations to afford sufficient opportunitie · 
for. nll. The eoon(Jmic conditlons of the Philippines is 
' . -
not yet sufftciently·developod to.provide jobs fol: many 
of theae educated Filipinos. '11he educated men do not like 
to ~o to tho fields to till the soi-1 with their own hands. 
Th•3 Philippines need cap.tal to develop their resources 
momw,h11e. The great problem of the government is to .,
d~termino what to do with its educated citizens. 
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Chapter IV 
Probable Resul t·s 
The gigantic attempt to impose on an alien 
people American ideals and civilization through a 
foreign tongue was regarded with anxiety by the British 
in India, the Dutch in Java, the French 1n Indo-China, 
and the Germans in the Pacific Ocean. Suoh an n.ttempt 
\Vas called Utopian. The results or the last tnlrty 
years have failed to justify this pessimism. 1j 1l1ho natives 
havtr, accepted all the innovations made, h o.vo r.upported all 
progressive educational policies, and toda;.r, they feel 
proud of having the most widely lmown eduoat1on~J s~stem 
l 
of the Far East. tt 
Tb.e progress of the Philippine-a 1n thirty ~ are 
has no parallel in history. In 10~9, the total S6aool 
population in the Philippines was 1,163,039. In 1904, !; 
was only 22'7; 600. In 1928, the Philippine Islands had 
8 1 000 public schools as compared with Siam:· ·1hich having a 
population estimated at nine million had 5,600 schools, or 
as compared with Peru which with a population or 6,147,000 
had 3,485 schools, and with Venezuela, whiob with a 
population or 3 1 029,000 had only 859 schools. 
Statistics of 1929 compiled by 1\mericans 1ndionte 
that a minimum estimate of literacy in the Philippines~ 
somet~ing agove 40 percent. 
This percentage or literacy was accepted by the Committes 
on Terri torics and Insular Affai'rs or the United Sta.tea 
in order to make their comparison with other oo'lli'.\t~1es
conservative. While the Philippine census of 1918 gave 
the percentage of literacy as 49.5 percent in that year, 
representatives to the "Philippine Independence Mission" 
in 1930 claimed more than 60 percent literacy. They'
held that in the American estimate full credit had not 
boen given to those who are literate in certain dialects 
'and that sufficient allowance was not made for the increased 
school facilities and large annual expenditures for education 
since 1918. As compared with certain other countries,. 
the percentage or literacy of the Philippine Islands is 
very superior. Mexico has 38 percent literacy, Siron 21 
3
percent, and Venezuela 28 percent. According to 
"Thompson •s Report" in 1918, the literacy of tlB Philippines 
was higher than that or Spain Portugal, Serv~a, Russia, 
Oreeoe, Brazil, and Argentina. The percentage of school 
children in the public schools in the Philippine Islands 
in 1929 exclusive or private suhools, compared with 
population was 9.36 percent; while in Korea it was 2.7 per-
cent, in Dutch East Indies it was 3 percent, and in French 
4
Indo-China it was 1 percent. 
As a whole the English language through the Public 
School System has effectively combated the unbelievable 
ignorance and superstitio:n··~,that bad marked the Islands 
before the coming of the Americans. 
The 1701 000 people who received meager educution undor 
the Spanish Hegime with defective methods, and without 
suitable facilities, are now succeeded by more thur1 n 
million people ta.ug1,t by trained tencliers in exocllen t 
primary and secondary schools. 'l'h'.r"oup;h thes0 sci1ools, 
the English language has come nearJy Mto /;eneral use, nnd 
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now serves as t..11.e com:mon language among the people, 
politically, socially, commercially, .a.nd odncfltionr\lly. 
Aecordine;,to 'fhe World Almanac of 1930,more than 4,000,000 
Filipinos read or understand English while only 879,811 
oa..11 read S:panish. In 1918, 891,317 spoke RnglisJ, nnd 
687 ~ 661 spoke Spanish.. The li'ilipinos_ have .~dopted tho 
English-language not only in official and social circles 
but now in ther homes also. 'rhrough this adoption, they 
v1e1"e able to benefit~ the poli tioal experhnce of 
America. They now adopted the American political idonls 
and ideas as explained in the writings of cTefferson, 
Lincoln, the Declttrntion of,Independe:nce, and the Con-
st! tution of tee Uni teq. States. Thus thro,1gh }!.~nglish, 
Filipino political ideals and ideas are moulbd in con-
formity with those of American literature. The public 
schools. 'have provided 11 terate oiti::ens who are nmv a 
phys_ icallf vt ~ry17ous body of citizenry. The te nching or 
athletics has i'urther &veloped the physical and mental 
·alertness o( the younger generation. Throueh!mnss 
education, tho social standing of the common man hs.s been 
raised. 
With nll this progress !:md· advancement, it 
seems ronsonable that the Filipinos should be ready 
ror that independence which they "so honorably covet.'' 
Tho Uni tod Stutes came to the Philipp~ne I slat-ids to 
eduouto tJrn people in self. government. America's stay 
\ 
in the Philippines for thi1'ty yoars has greatly bane-
fi tod both countrien. Tlu.-.ough the instrumentality of 
English in the public schools, the l~ilipino people 
hqvo become one or the best educated peoples in the 
7!:oo tern ~·,011 ld. Also through the mediu..~ of schools, th.a 
ci tizons ar~a able to maintain an or·derly local self~ 
go,rornr.1ont. At present,· the Philippine. Legislo.tu1ie· is 
composed entirely of Filipinos elected by the people. 
All eovornors., all members of all provincial legislatures, 
the preoidentn of the to·rms, and of the local councils 
are Fili t>inos elec tcd by. the people. There ·a re o~J:y 
tbree high executive officials in the Philippine Islands 
·.·;t.o o.re not 1i'i11pinos. One or them is the Governor 
Genora.l appointed by the President of the United States, 
another is the Vice-Governor General who,.1 is Secretary 
of Public Instruction, and the third. is the Auditor. 
or the high judicial officials, ( the chie:t. just.ice s.nd 
eic;ht associutes,n:tne ir;. ... all) the chief justice and. 
three of the associate justices are Filipinos. Accord-
ing to th13' :report of the Director of Civil Service 
of the Philippine Islands, there were d>n December 31,1928 
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only 494 Americans in the civil personnel of the 
Philippine Government, while 19,606 Pilipinos were 
pei-•manently employed under the Civil Service. or the 
494 Americans, 293 were in the teaching service. Thus the 
Philippine govera'nent is entirely under Filipino con-
trol. As to their fitness to maintain a stable govern-
ment President Wilson said in 1918: 
· Allow me to call youi, attention to 
the fact tho.t tho people of tho Philippi110 
Islands have succeeded in maintaining :1
stable government since the lnst action of 
Congress .in their hehn.lf., and hnve thus 
fulfilled the conditions sot by the Conr.;rosa 
as precedent to a oonsidernt1on or ernntinG 
independence to the islands. 
I respoctfu1.ly submit that this condition 
precedent having been fulfilled., it is now 
our liberty and duty to keep ou.-r promise to 
the people of those islands by grunting them 
the independence which tl1ey so honoro.bly 
covet. 
The opponents of Philippine Inde pen don co Ul" Glle 
that th.ere exists such a diversity of tribnl interests, 
antagonism and prejudices 9.1nong the people which will 
endanger the maintenance or a. stable government. People 
who bring these argu.,nents against the F1.lipinos us such 
are not too well informed about Philippine history. 
Earlier in this work, it has been pointed out clearly 
that the Filipinos are a homogeneous people. T'rGJa te Chief 
Justice·Tafu in 1914,when testifying before the 
United Sts.tea .3ane.te f'urther said, nThe1'e is undoubtedly 
a racial solidarity among the li'ilipinos. I cannot tell 
~10 difference between an Ilocano and a Tagalog or a 
5
Vls :\ys::1--to me, cll Pilipinos are alike. n Forme1~ 
Govcrno1" Generul Porbcs had this to say:. "Ra.eially 
t1 e Filipino is a !1:0.lay, o.rtd throughout tt.e islands, 
tho bulk or the population is suff'ieienty similar, in 
t:ypo to inclica.te ti.<) grcnt difference in origin. 0
99. 
Althouc),. thoro ore six ma~ior dialects in the 
PJ·dl :tpp:tn~n, tJ oro a ro l:iut three basic di alee ts, the 
Tac;ulor;., the Ilocano., nnd the Visayan. It is a simple 
mu t tor fo1" the people to have t:t speaking knowledge of 
tr;o <>l'' tJ~ree of thene dialcc ts. r~orover, the result 
oi' t:he touching of E:ngl1BJ1 in the islands .for thirty
:,·onrn bns novr m.:!dC it the comrnon speech throughout the 
islnnrln, and it has fl. been the off~cial language for may
yonrs. It will not be able ·for a long time to come to 
displo.cc tho n11ti ve language in ·the homo, the street 
:it
o.ntl t!1c market, but it tlill servo as7does no1iv for· common
1ntercoui .. sc in busir:.ess, professional, ini:elleotual, 
political, and cultural affairs. E11gliah is now a medium 
of co!'.ntmlcr..tion among s.11 the educated members o.f the 
Pil'lpino group, and ·{;i th the world at large, as it is 
in the cnse or other count!ies 't.Thich hs.ve, mrmy dialects. 
The existence ·of various dialects 111 the Philip-
pL1es should 1iot be a ca.mm for the refusal of independence. 
In m:.my independent cou.i."'ltries today ma..."'ly dialects exist. 
1fo;dco has fifty-nine dialects, China has hu.711berless 
100. 
('\. dialects which have persisted for may thousand years. 
. \~ 
irone of the old countries of Eui.,ope are free from 
linguistic differences. In Bulgaria, there are 
Bulgarians, Turks, Rumanians, and Greeks. Three languages 
a.re spoken in Switzerland. In Hungary, Magyars, Slovaks, 
6
and Germans use their respective languages. 
Thus the introduction of English into the Philip-
pines.has been beneficial to the Philippines eduoationnlly, 
politically, socially, and economically as well as 1n
literature. It will continue to be useful e.a lnng ns 
Filipinos accept it as their common language. But the 
question has been asked vn1ether they will retain it as 
the official languageir their independenoe is grnnted 
them. It seems to the writer or this paper that they will 
do so. The work or tl'll'ee decades will happily not bo un-
done• English is now estb.blished as the speooh of the 
younger generation. To begin again and develop n new 
common language would be the work or ntany years if it 
were possible. Besides, th9 Philippine Legislature 
favored with one reservation a bill introducted by 
Congressman Cooper.of Wisconsin to give the Filipino 
people the authority to call a constitutional convention 
and adopt a constitution; the reservation was that the 
constitution should be republican in form and that it 
should provide a system of public schools oondueted in 
'1. 
English. 
As has already been shewn, to use any one of the 
dialects as a common la:1guage 1·s impossible e.s a solution 
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of the Philippine language problem. Spanish also has 
been aupersoded by English. The only language common 
to all the people, the bond which unites them most 
1horoughly, is the English language. Because as stated, 
the government has made English the official language, 
and tho medium dl.f instruction in all_sohools, private 
and public, this fact guarantees another generation of 
young people skilled in using English as their common 
language. The $30,000JOOO appropriation of the Philip-
pine government in 1919 has largely succeeded in extend• 
ing primary education of seven grades to all children of 
school age. Acting Governor Yeaterts prophetic words 
have already come to realization. "The appropriation 
will banish 1111 teracy and es tabl1sh English permanently." 
According to the findings of the committee on educational 
survey or the Philippine Islands in 19251 Filipino 
ohildron on leaving school read and write Engl!sh well 
enough to give promise that they will continue its use 
in adult life. "It proves conclusively that under the 
ox1ot1ng difficulties, the graduates of primary schools 
throughout the islands can develop practical control of 
the English language even if t11ey attend only four or 
fivo years." The natural tendency toward English is 
shown by a considerable increase in 1930 in the number of 
Civil Servioe employees who have passed examinations in 
English and the remarkable decrease in the numbor of those 
who used. Spanish 1n the same period. In the opinion of the 
writer, the English language will continue as the official 
102. 
language or the Filipinos even if their independence 
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